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ABSTRACT

CHICKEN CliROlfOSOib‘aL PROTEIN GENES

by

David Lawrence Browne

Two types of chicken chromosomal protein genes have

been studied. the histone “1 genes and the HMO-14 genes.

A known chicken H1 gene was used as a hybridization

probe to isolate 4 other members of the gene family. The

sequence of one of these genes was completely determined.

Comparison of the two H1 sequences showed that the two

The newly characterized

and 3'

genes encode unique Proteins.

gene contains common sequence elements in the 5'

regions which flank the coding sequence. Partial sequence

analysis showed that the other members of this gene family

encode unique proteins and contain common eukaryotic

promoter elements.

Chicken ”HG-1A and HUG-l7 CDNA clones were used to

isolate the chicken genes for these proteins. Sequence

analysis showed that the HMO-l7 gene consists of 6 exons

and 5 introns. The “HG-17 promoter contains the common



which is present in some. but not all, of the ”HG-14 mRnA.

he multiple splicing seen at the 5' end of the “NC-14

gene may result from multiple initiation sites, since the

hHC-lé promoter contains no TATAA or CCAAT elements.

fiultiple processing also occurs at the 3' end of the “XS-14

transcript. in contrast to the NRC-l7 transcript.
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In 1884 Albrecht Kossel reported the isolation of a

fraction of basic proteins from the nuclei of goose

erythrocytes (1). He called this fraction "histone" and

discussed the possibility of its interaction with nucleic

acids. Since his observations histones have been found to

be essentially universal in eukaryotic nuclei, and much has

been learned about the structures of histone proteins and

the nature of their interactions with DNA. As our knowledge

increases, though, so does the sephistication of our

ignorance, and the biochemistry of histones remains an

active field of study today.

Chromatin is the complex of proteins and nucleic acids

found in the nuclei of all eukaryotic cells. It contains

the genetic information of a cell and is intimately involved

in both the expression of that information (transcription)

and the maintenance of that information from one generation

of cell to the next (replication). Chromatin undergoes

dynamic structural changes as it performs each of these

functions (2-4).

Eukaryotic chromosomes are composed of approximately

equal amounts of DNA, histones, and other proteins.

Histones are the main protein components of chromatin. They

__ .
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histone is at least 10 times as abundant as any nonhistone

chromatin protein (5).

Chromosomes have long been studied by microscopists,

and biochemists have studied the components of chromatin.

Around 1975 both types of studies revealed the basic

repetitive nature of chromatin. Improved electron

micrographs revealed the ”beads on a string" structure of

chromatin (6-8). This structure was correlated with the

products of nuclease digestion of chromatin, which appeared

to be monomers and multimers of a basic structure. This

basic structure is the nucleosome.

When chromatin is digested with a nuclease like DNase

I, nucleosomes are released. These particles contain about

200 base pairs (bp) of DNA and a standard complement of

histones: one molecule of R1 and 2 molecules of each of the

other classes of histones (9). Further digestion of

nucleosomes releases H1 and reduces the DNA to 165 bp (10).

The resulting nucleosome core is relatively resistant to

further nuclease digestion.

The stability of the nucleosome cores is reflected by

the ability to reconstitute them. Isolated core histones

will reaggregate when mixed in solution. and when DNA is

- . ‘ .. .. ._ - _ A - I g
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165 bp of DNA are wrapped twice around the histone

core. In undigested chromatin, cores are joined by a

species-specific length of ”linker” DNA (averaging about 30

bp) which is associated with H1 histone. One conception of

this structure is shown in Figure 1.

The location of H1 external to the nucleosome core is

inferred by its release by nucleases and by other studies of

whole chromatin. H1 is more readily extracted from

chromatin than are other histones: that is, lower

concentrations of salt disrupt its interactions with DNA and

other histones (17). Isolated Hl will reassociate with H1-

depleted chromatin (18). The lower stability of H1 in

chromatin has made the stoichiometry of H1 somewhat

problematic. Measurements of the stoichiometry of H1 show

there are about 0.8-1.0 molecules of H1 per core octamer

(22). The absence of 81 from some nucleosomes may be

artifactual or may reflect the in yiyg situation.

The orientation and interactions of H1 in native

chromatin are not known. It can be shown that H1 interacts

with both ends of the 165 bp of core DNA (19) and

crosslinking studies of reconstructed chromatin show that

one H1 molecule can link two core particles (20.21).



 

Figure 1. Nucleosome structure. From (88).
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Electron microscopy of Hi-depleted chromatin and

reconstructed chromatin shows that H1 orders nucleosomes

into a regular, zig-zag structure (23). Figure 2

illustrates this role of H1.

WW

Because of their abundance amino acid sequences of

histones from many species have been determined (24). When

the structures of histones from many sources are compared

some general features are seen. Histones are small globular

proteins with molecular weights between 15 kilodaltons (kd)

and 21 kd. They are rich in basic amino acids, with lysine

and arginine typically comprising about 25‘ of the residues.

These and other polar residues are concentrated in the

amino-terminal regions of the molecule: the carboxy-terminal

two-thirds is quite hydrophobic. H1 differs from the other

histones by having another basic domain at the C-terminus.

The amino-terminal basic domain and the hydrophobic central

portion of H1 are approximately the same sizes as the

equivalent domains of the core histones (25).

Sequence comparisons show that the primary structures

Of the histones have been highly conserved through time.

The evolutionary stability of H4 is legendary. The

sequences of 84 of calf, mouse, and frog are identical





Figure 2. The role of H1 in nucleosome ordering. From (89).
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sequence (29), relative to that of vertebrates. H3 is also

highly conserved. A calf H3 differs from a chicken H3 by

four substitutions (30) and from pea H3 by only 5

substitutions (31).

HZA and H28 sequences have diverged more than H3 and H4

sequences. While mouse and calf H28 differ by only one

residue, H28 from wheat has only 78% homology to the

mammalian protein (32). Almost all of the variability in

the H28 family is found in the charged amino-terminal

domain, and includes deletions and insertions of residues as

well as substitutions (33,34). The hydrOphobic carboxy-

terminal domain of H28 has been highly conserved. The H2A

family has variability throughout the molecule. H2A

proteins from chicken and calf are 78‘ homologous, and the

proteins from plants (35) and yeast (36) are quite different

from the vertebrate proteins.

The H1 class is the most divergent of the 5 classes of

histones. In fact, H1 has never been found in yeast (37).

Both ends of the molecule are variable and very basic: the

central hydrophobic region is more conserved (38). H1

molecules vary much more in size than other histones: H1

proteins of 189 and 22¢ amino acids have been reported

(39,40).



ll

histone variants in individual organisms has long been

known, and it originally led to a plethora of nomenclatures

(41). There are two sources of histone variability within a

species. First, non-allelic variants with different primary

structures may exist. Second, all the histones undergo a

variety of post-translational modifications.

The intraspecies evolutionary variability of different

histone classes is similar to the variability seen among

species. Thus, organisms generally have only one type of H4

histone protein. Three H3 histone proteins with different

primary structures are known in calf, and they are identical

to the 3 chicken types. H2A and H28 variants have diverged

to the point that homologies between species can be

difficult to assign (42,43).

The highly diverse H1 family includes some of the best

studied variants. The most abundant of these are H1' and

H5. H1' is a mammalian H1 variant which is found in high

amounts in non-dividing tissues (44). H1‘ itself can be

separated into two forms, but the differences between them

are not known. The other major H1 variant is H5, which is

found only in the nucleated erythrocyes of birds, reptiles,

amphibians, and fish (45). Erythrocytes are non-dividing

cells and- interactindlv_ H5 nrntoins arp mnra 14». U1. be-“
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number and amounts of H1 variants can vary from one tissue

to another within a single species (48). In most cases

primary structures of the variants have not been determined,

so heterogeneity in this class of histones could result from

post-translational modifications in addition to differences

in primary structures.

All 5 classes of histones undergo a variety of post-

translational modifications. The most common modifications

are acetylation, methylation, and phosphorylation, but other

modifications have also been found.

Two types of amino-acetylation are seen in histones:

N-terminal and internal. The N-terminus of H1, HZA, and H4

can be acetylated (49-51). Serine is the usual acetylated

N-terminal residue, but others are possible (52,53). Host

histone acetylation occurs at the side chains of internal

lysine residues of all the histones except H1. Internal

acetylation is reversible. The general level of histone

acetylation is controlled by the action of a variety of

nuclear acetylases (54) and deacetylases (55,56). Since

multiple side chains may be acetylated, and this

modification is reversible, internal acetylation can

generate many specific forms of histones (57).

Tnfnrhn1 Tuning cifln rhninc nan alcn ho finbku1—5-A L-
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methylation of arginine side chains has also been found

(58).

Phosphorylation of internal residues is a common

modification that is seen in all 5 histone classes. Serine

and threonine are the usual sites of phosphorylation, but 2

histidine residues of H4 can also be phosphorylated (59).

Many peOple have attempted to correlate histone

variants and modifications with functional states of

chromatin. Particularly popular are studies of cells

undergoing differentiation, neoplastic transformation,

senescence, and DNA repair. Despite hundreds of studies,

the involvement of histone variants in chromatin activity is

still poorly characterized and often controversial.

Studies of the roles of histone variants and

modifications in modulating chromatin structure and function

are difficult for two related, fundamental reasons. First,

isolation of chromatin or fractions of chromatin must

involve some destruction of structure. Second, specific

variant structures are only a small fraction of total

chromatin, and procedures to enrich chromatin preparations

for specific variants are disruptive and have not been very

¢\!f~f~n¢-Q‘Ia‘ IN-“- {n - ‘AI.’ (Danni .1 nae-na- 3—..-\--:__ L . -
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changes that are part of this process. The best documented

is the coupling of chromosome condensation and

phosphorylation of specific residues of H1 (60). A mitosis-

associated kinase, active during late 62 in the cell cycle,

is responsible for phosphorylation of hydroxyl groups in the

sequence lys-ser/thr-pro (61,62) in both the N-terminal and

C-terminal domains of H1. The activity of this kinase is

itself regulated by phosphorylation. It participates in a

cascade of phosphorylation which leads to modifications of

H1 histones, ribosomal proteins, and other nonchromosomal

proteins (63). Other histone modifications occur at this

time, including H3 phosphorylation (62) and an increase of

poly-ADP-ribosylation of undetermined chromosomal proteins

(64). These changes have been reported in other stages of

the cell cycle, though (65-67), so their importance in

mitosis is unclear.

The best biochemical studies of chromatin have allowed

only vague correlations of structure and function. It seems

that new approaches to the study of chromatin are needed.

One that should prove fruitful is the increasingly refined

determination by x-ray crystallography of the physical

structure of nucleosomes of defined composition, including

H1 and mnflifiad Pnra hiqtnnoq-
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a sea urchin ovum initiates a series of rapid cell divisions

with no actual growth of the embryo. During this morula

stage the need for histones and other nuclear proteins is

great and at least 60‘ of the embryo's translational

activity is devoted to the production of these proteins

(68,69). Large numbers of synchronized early embryos are

easy to obtain and are a good source of polysomes which are

enriched with histone mRNA.

Measurements of the hybridization kinetics of sea

urchin histone mRNA and genomic DNA showed that the histone

genes occur several hundred times in the sea urchin genome

(70). When the DNA was fractionated by equilibrium density

gradient centrifugation most of these highly reiterated

genes (if not all) were found in a satellite fraction

(70,71). This suggested that the histone genes might be

linked, but proof of this was only obtained after the

development of recombinant DNA techniques when cloned

genomic DNA became available.

When histone mRNAs were used to probe cloned DNA and

restricted genomic DNA it was learned that genes of the 5

classes of histones are grouped into nearly identical

clusters, each about 6 kilobase pairs (kb) long, which are

tandemlv reheated 300-600 times. Figure 13 :thc nu au-__‘-
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strand of DNA. The order of the genes (...Hl-H4—H28-H3-

HZA-

...) has been conserved. The sequences between the coding

regions are A+T-rich and contain regulatory elements (72)

but not other genes.

The availability of cloned histone genes allowed study

of histone gene organization in other organisms. When the

organization of Drgsgpnilg histone genes was investigated,

it was found that these genes, too, occur as tandemly

reiterated quintets. The ngsgpnilg repeats differ from sea

urchin repeats in several ways, though. The order of the

histone genes in these flies is different (...Hl-H3-H4-H2A-

H28-...) and the genes are not all transcribed from the same

strand of DNA. Also, 2 types of repeats are found. They

differ by the presence or absence of a specific 240 bp

intergenic sequence (73). This insert doesn't seem to be

important for histone production, since flies have been bred

which lack either type of repeat with no apparent

deleterious effects (74,75). Figure 3b shows the structure

of the ngsgpnilg histone repeats.

The arrangement of histone genes is less ordered in the

vertebrates. Reiterated quintets of histone genes occur in

amphibians, but a good deal of heterogeneity has evolved
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clusters of histone genes (77). The number of copies of

each class of histone gene ranges from about 50 to 1500 in

amphibians, probably because of the large range of haploid

DNA content among these species (78).

Birds and mammals have fewer histone genes than those

animals discussed above, about 10-40 copies of each type in

a haploid genome. These genes are not arranged in repeated

blocks at all. Many of the genes are clustered, though.

Figure 3c shows restriction maps of a number of clones of

chicken genomic DNA which contain histone genes, as judged

by Southern blotting. It is clear that, though these clones

contain clusters of histone genes, each is unique and not

tandemly repeated.

The collection of genomic clones shown in Figure 3c

contains most, but probably not all, of the chicken histone

genes. Analysis of genomic Southern blots suggests that the

H1 gene is present in about 6 copies, while the other

histone genes are present about 10-15 times each (79).

These estimates agree with early studies of solution

hybridization kinetics (80) which were used to infer histone

gene copy number.

The sequence of at least one gene of each class of

chicken histone has been determined (81). Also, various sea
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Figure 3. The genomic organization of histone genes.

a.)

b.)

The major repeat of sea urchin L; pigtgs.

From (87).

The Drosophila mglgnggggtg; repeat. From

(73) .

Chicken histone genes. Location of genes, as

determined by Southern blot analysis, is

indicated by boxes over the restriction maps.

Solid black = H1, all white = H2A, vertically

hatched = H28, diagonally hatched = H3, and

stippled = H4. Sequenced genes are named and

their direction of transcription is indicated

with arrows. From (81).
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The regions 5' of the coding sequences of genes contain

sequences which are important for gene expression. The best

characterized of these promoter elements are the TATAA

element (82) and the CCAAT element (83). The TATAA element

has been found upstream of almost every histone gene

analyzed, as well as many other genes. This sequence

directs the start of transcription to a point about 30 bp

downstream of it through its interaction with RNA polymerase

II and other proteins (83). Some genes lack the TATAA

element, and these genes often initiate transcription at

several sites. The CCAAT element is also found in many

genes, including most histone genes examined to date. Its

location, 30-60 bp upstream of the TATAA element, is

variable, and some genes contain more than one copy. The

CCAAT element, like the TATAA element, interacts with

proteins to modulate transcription.

Other upstream sequences may be promoter elements which

are specific to one gene or a family of genes. The

functions of these elements are often unknown, but they are

probably binding sites for less ubiquitous activators of

transcription. Comparisons of vertebrate histone genes have

revealed several sequences that are evolutionarily conserved

and thus are candidate promoter elements. Two of these will
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representatives of a given class in a given species and

often in the same class of histone genes in wide variety of

species.

Some histone H28 genes are preceded by the octamer

sequence ATTTGCAT. This element may be involved in cell

cycle regulation of the H28 genes by interaction with one or

more regulatory proteins (84). The octamer sequence has

been shown to bind a ubiquitous transcription factor Octl.

This sequence is also present in lymphoid-specific enhancers

and can bind a lymphoid-specific factor, Oth.

A number of histone H1 genes have an A+C-rich element

located upstream of the CCAAT element (85). The function of

this element (usually AAACACA) is not known but its

evolutionary conservation suggests it is important in the

regulation of these genes.

DNA sequencing of histone coding regions has revealed

that almost all histone genes consist of a single exon. Two

of the few exceptions occur in chickens (86). The intron-

containing chicken histone genes are also unusual in that

they are unlinked to other histone genes, and their

expression does not vary through the cell cycle.

Histone mRNA differs from most other mRNA because it is

generally not polyadenylated. Histone mRNA usually ends
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stability on histone mRNA. This feature of histone mRNA has

been highly conserved and is found in animals from sea

urchins to mammals.

Bremen

Determination of the structure of genes is useful for

two main reasons. First, comparisons of gene structures

have allowed identification of sequences important for the

functions of both the genes and their products. Second,

knowledge of a gene's structure allows very sensitive

measurements of its activity.

Characterization of the H1 family is the only

definitive way to determine variability in this important

class of proteins, and to differentiate variability in

primary sequence from post-translational variability. Only

then can the participation of such variability in different

states of chromatin structure and, perhaps, in chromatin

function (transcription/replication) be assessed. H1

histone gene structure analysis will also facilitate further

studies of H1 function by enabling the measurement of the

production of specific H1 variants at the transcriptional

level. The high level of similarity in the coding regions

of the 6 chicken histone genes requires that individual DNA

sequences be determined in order to develop gene-specific
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propose to:

Determine the size of the H1 family in chickens by

isolating all of the genes.

Determine the sequences of the genes to deduce

primary sequence variability and sequences

important for gene activity.

Use knowledge of H1 gene structure to measure the

activity of the genes in chicken cells.
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Hamish

Restriction enzymes, calf alkaline phosphatase, T4

polynucleotide kinase, T4 DNA ligase, RNase A, $1 nuclease,

DNase 1, DNA polymerase I, and reverse transcriptase were

obtained from the following sources: Bethesda Research

Laboratories, United States Biochemical Corp., International

Biotechnologies, Inc., Promega Biotec, New England Biolabs,

and Boehringer Mannheim. Yeast tRNA was obtained from Sigma

Chemical Company. l-nP-ATP and a-RP-dCTP were obtained

from New England Nuclear. The plasmid cloning vector

”Bluescribe” and its 88 9911 host XLl-Blue were obtained

from Stratagene. Oligonucleotide primers JD-20

(d[AATAGGAAGGGAACCGCCGAG]) and JD-Zl (d[TTTTCGAGCGTCCT

GAGGAA1) were obtained from the MSU Macromolecular Synthesis

Facility. Lgtll primers were purchased from New England

Biolabs. The primer "SK” for sequencing DNA cloned in

Bluescribe was obtained from Stratagene. Fifteen day old

chicken embryos were obtained from the MSU poultry farm.

nemesis

The cloning and Southern blotting analysis used in this

work followed the protocols outlined by Maniatis, Fritsch,

and Sambrook (1). The H1 histone probe used to analyze

native or cloned chicken DNA was a nick-translated PstI-
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probes used to analyze chicken genomic clones were the nick-

translated inserts of cDNA clones pLM3b (HMO—14) and pLGla

(HMO-17), which are described in the Appendix. The nick-

translation protocol (1) routinely produced probes of 10a

de/ug-

Isslstisn Q: BBQ :12an

The library of recombinant :Charon 4A chicken genomic

clones originally described by Dodgson, Strommer, and Engel

(3) was screened with the HMG-l4 and HMO-17 probes described

above. 4 x 10‘ plaque forming units were plated on each of

10 150mm petri dishes for each screen, and duplicate filters

were prepared by standard methods (1). Plaques which were

positive in the initial screen were isolated, replated, and

rescreened. Three genomic clones of each HMG gene were

purified and analyzed by restriction mapping and sequence

determination.

3101191193 Dstemineiisn

Chicken H1 histone, HMO-14, and HMG-17 gene sequences

were determined by the chemical degradation method of Maxam

and Gilbert (4) as modified by Smith and Calvo (5). The

sequences of the 5' and 3' untranslated regions of the HHG-

14 cDNA clone pLM2a were determined by the chain termination

method of Sanger, Nicklen, and Coulson (6) using the
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88.812le

Total RNA was isolated from 15 day old chicken embryo

liver, brain, heart, skeletal muscle, and blood by the

method of Chirgwin g; 81. (7) as described by Davis, Dibner,

and Batten (8). Approximately 40 embryos yielded 1-4g of

each tissue. Tissues were homogenized in 16 ml of 4H

guanidine isothiocyanate, 25mg sodium acetate (pH 6), 50mg

2-mercaptoethanol. The homogenate was layered onto 16 ml of

5.75 CsCl in an ultra-centrifuge tube and spun overnight

(37,000 rpm, ZO'C) in a Beckman Ti50 rotor. The clear,

gelatinous RNA pellet was dissolved in 0.35 sodium acetate

(pH 6) and extracted with phenolzchloroform (1:1). The RNA

was precipitated from the aqueous phase with 2 volumes of

cold ethanol, redissolved in 10mg Tris, 1mm EDTA (pH 7.6)

and quantified spectrophotometrically at 260 nm.

Slimlsstisnbnslxsis

HMG-l4 and HMO-17 mRNA was analyzed by 81 protection as

described by Maniatis, Fritsch, and Sambrook (l). The HMG-

17 probe was made by digesting Zug of pHM1.7BH with Sau96al,

treating the digested DNA with calf alkaline phosphatase and

the T4 polynucleotide kinase and l-RP-ATP. The 118 bp

Sau96al fragment which contains the HMG-l? transcription
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isolation of the labelled HincII-OxaNI fragment

(approximately 700 bp) from a 1.21 agarose gel. DNA was

labelled to a specific activity greater than 5x107ldpm/ug by

this method. Enough DNA to give 5x10s dpm was

coprecipitated with song of RNA from embryonic tissue (or

yeast tRNA) for use in the hybridization and digestion steps

of the protocol. Hybrids were formed overnight at 50' in

3Cyl of 40 m5 PIPES (pH6.4), 11113 ED’I‘A, 0.4” NaCl, 80%

formamide. After hybridization 300 pl ice-cold nuclease

buffer (0.2814 NaCl, 0.055 NaOAc, 4.5m: ZnSO,) was added and

the mixture divided into 2 equal aliquots. Sl nuclease

(lSOu,300u) was added to each aliquot; digestion was

performed for 30 minutes at 37°C. Products of the reactions

were analyzed on autoradiographs of 64 denaturing gels (4).

Primer Himmler)

NEG-14 mRNA was analyzed by the primer extension method

of McKnight and Kingsbury (9) as described by Ausubel (10).

100 ng of the oligonucleotide primer JD-21 was labelled with

l-nP-ATP and polynucleotide kinase. 1 ng of labelled

primer was coprecipitated with song RNA, then hybridized to

complementary sequences by overnight incubation in In NaCl,

165mg HEPES (pH 7.5), 0.33mn EDTA. After ethanol

precipitation of the mixture, hybridized primer was extended
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Sugarman gt 81. (1) reported the isolation of 50

recombinant
LCharon4A clones which contain chicken histone

genes. Fifteen unique members of this collection were

further characterize
d by restriction

mapping and Southern

blotting. They located an H1 gene on LCHla and determined

its sequence. When a fragment from this gene was used as a

hybridizatio
n probe, 6 of the other clones were shown to

contain H1 genes (Figure 4). Only two of these clones,

LCH3d and LCHIOa, were known to overlap.

To facilitate more detailed mapping of the H1 genes,

plasmid subclones of fragments containing the genes were

constructed.
After DNA was isolated from each recombinant

phage clone, it was digested with the appropriate

restriction
enzymes. The H1 gene-bearing

fragments were

purified from agarose gels and ligated into the common

Cloning vector pBR322. These subclones are indicated and

named in Figure 4.

811199

Detailed restriction maps of p2c2.2RK and p10a5.08R

were deduced from the fragment generated by single and

double restriction digests (Figure 5). The known chicken H1

gene sequence (of Hl.1a) contains overlapping ApaI and SacII

sites at codons 36-39. A similar coincidence of ApaI and
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Figure 4. Recombinant LCharon 4A chicken genomic clones

which contain chicken H1 genes, and plasmid

subclones derived from them. From (1).
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Figure 5. Comparison of p2c2.2RK and p10a5.0BR.
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locate and orient the H1 genes on these two subclones. The

strongly hybridizing region of each subclone contains most

of an H1 gene (approximately 185 codons): the weakly

hybridizing fragments each contain approximately 36 codons

of sequence homologous to the 5' end of the H1.1a gene.

The conservation of restriction enzyme sites in the

suspected coding regions could be expected because of the

generally high homology among histone genes. This level of

homology does not extend into the flanking regions of the

histone genes. Grandy's analysis of the chicken H28 genes

(2) showed that, except for a few short sequence blocks,

sequences flanking the histone genes are not conserved.

Since the maps of p2c2.2RK and p10a5.0BR are identical for

more than 1.5 kb upstream of their H1 genes, these clones

must overlap. The iclones from which they are derived are

aligned in Figure 4 to show how they overlap.

The only discrepancy between the overlapping maps of

JCH2c and :CH3d is in the location of the sequenced H4 gene

on 3CH3d. It seemed likely that the order of the small

EcoRI fragments at the end of the :CH3d insert was

incorrectly assigned. If these fragments were misordered,

the map of the H4 gene—bearing fragment (called pCH3dR8 in

(1)) should correspond to one end of p2c6.8RH. Figure 6
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Figure 6. Restriction maps of pCH3dR8 and p2c6.8RH. Weak

hybridization to the H1 probe is indicated by the

dashed overline. Arrows indicate regions of

p2c6.8RH which were sequenced to confirm the

absence of H1 gene in this region.
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The region subcloned into p2c6.8RH was previously

reported to hybridize to an H1 probe (1): however, we only

observed weak hybridization localized near the H4 histone

gene at its left-hand end (Figure 6). Furthermore, there is

barely enough room between the H4 gene and the end of

p2c6.8RH to contain a normal H1 gene. These facts cast

doubt on the assignment of an H1 gene to p2c6.8RH. Sequence

analysis upstream of the known H4 gene showed that there is

in fact no H1 gene in this area (Figure 6, sequence not

shown). To prove that there is no H1 gene on p2c6.8RH,

restriction digests of chicken genomic DNA were blotted onto

nylon membranes and probed with either the p2c6.8RH insert

or the H1 gene probe. These probes hybridize to different

genomic restriction fragments (data not shown), confirming

that there is no H1 gene on p2c6.8RH.

fllblfi

Fine structure maps of p2e3.5RR and p5e5.2RB are shown

in Figure 7. The patterns of hybridization to the H1 gene

probe around the coincident ApaI and SacII sites locate and

orient the H1 genes on these subclones.

The maps of these subclones are identical for more than 2 kb

downstream of the H1 genes, so we concluded that these

clones overlap. The parent lclones, lCHZe and ;CH5e, are

. -—- L--- ‘ILA-o ‘--‘_‘-_
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Figure 7. Restriction maps of p2e3.5RR and p5e5.2RB.

Hybridization to the H1 gene probe is

indicated by heavy or dashed overlining.
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The failure to assign an H28 gene to the region of p5e5.2R8

was an oversight in the initial characterization ofl_CH5e

(1).

filLlQ

An analysis of chicken histone gene copy number by

Ruiz-Carillo g; 81. (3) showed that the chicken genome

contains 5 or 6 H1 genes. Figure 4 shows that since :CHZc

and LCHlOa contain the same H1 gene, iCHZe and ;CH5e

contain the same H1 gene, and p2c6.8RH contains no H1 gene,

the set of recombinant iclones characterized by Sugarman gt

81. (1) contains 4 H1 genes.

Sugarman g; 81. had isolated 50 histone gene-bearing

Lrecombinants in their original library screen but only

characterized 25 of them. We decided to screen the

uncharacterized isolates for H1 genes in an attempt to find

other members of the gene family. This was done by spotting

each of the isolates in an array on a lawn of host bacteria.

After overnight incubation each clone formed a large (8 mm)

plaque. The arrays were transferred to nylon membranes and

hybridized to the H1 gene probe.

Four uncharacterized clones showed homology to the

Probe. Restriction mapping showed that 3 of these were

identical to previously characterized clones. One clone was

- --u Lu—— me- _-_ -c Ohie fl1nna lruin 4e ehnun in
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Figure 8. Restriction map of LCch. The region which

hybridizes to the H1 probe is indicated by the

heavy bar. The plasmid subclone of this region is

p1c2.0HH.
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family to be isolated. Since the original set of 50

Lrecombinants contain numerous sibling pairs and overlapping

clones, and since no more than 5 genomic bands were found to

hybridize to a H1 gene probe by Ruiz-Carillo gt 81., it

seemed that the H1 gene family was complete with 5 members.

This idea was wrong. D'Andrea e; dl- were studying the

organization of the chicken histone genes using the same

recombinant LCharon4A chicken clones as we were (18). Their

collection of _\clones, like ours, contains 5 H1 histone

genes. They also isolated a cosmid (cosmid 6.3c) which

contains a sixth chicken H1 histone gene. This gene lies

very near sequences contained in :Csz, and lies on the same

genomic EcoRI, HinDIII, and 8amHI fragments as H1.2d. These

were the enzymes we used to determine Hl histone gene copy

number by Southern blotting, which explains our failure to

detect a sixth gene. We attempted to isolate this gene from

our library, using probes D'Andrea gt 81- showed flank it.

We were unsuccessful, so it seems this part of the chicken

genome is not represented in the library.

H1 EEQREDE£§

Sugarman g; 81. published the first DNA sequence of a

chicken H1 gene (1). To learn the degree of diversity among

members of the H1 family: 1) the entire coding sequence of

.-_ 91".. ‘- “" ‘n-‘ n.-- ““—‘-‘A --.‘ .‘A—— --
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811.194 same

The sequence of H1.10a was determined by the chemical

degradation technique of Maxam and Gilbert. Figure 9 shows

the restriction sites which were radioactively labeled with

g 32P-ATP and polynucleotide kinase to sequence the gene and

its flanking regions.

Figure 10 shows the sequence of H1.10a compared to the

originally sequenced H1.1a. Like most histone genes,

neither gene contains an intron. H1.10a codes for a protein

of 223 amino acids, six more than H1.1a. When the sequences

of the two genes are aligned to accommodate the extra amino

acids of H1.10a, the remainder of the two coding sequences

are 904 homologous.

The differences between the two H1 sequences are not

evenly distributed. Only one amino acid sequence difference

(asn/ser) is in the central hydrophobic globular region of

the molecule. This is also the region that is most

conserved between species (4,5). The other 19 amino acid

differences occur throughout the basic termini of the

proteins. Most of the differences are nonconservative: that

is, they involve amino acid side chains with significantly

different chemical properties. The nonconservative

differences (and also insertions) in H1.10a often involve
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Figure 9. Fine structure restriction map of p10a5.0BR.

Labelling sites used for sequence

determination (arrows) are shown.
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Comparison of the sequences of H1.1a and

H1.10a. The CCAAT element, TATAA element,

coding sequence and 3' hyphenated dyad are

capitalized. The H1 specific element is

underlined. The proteins are different

lengths: dashes are inserted in the sequence

of H1.1a to align the genes to show homology.

Amino acid differences are indicated.
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while the basic character of the termini of H1.1a and H1.10a

is the same, the different secondary structures of the

termini may alter their functions (6).

The 5’ nontranscribed sequences of genes are highly

variable but contain short conserved sequences which act as

control elements. The chicken H1 genes are no exception.

Two elements which facilitate transcription are the TATAA

and CCAAT elements (7,8). Both of these elements are found

in many eukaryotic genes. The H1.10a gene, like the H1.1a

gene, has both of these elements. The H1.10a TATAA element

is 13 bp closer to the translation initiation codon ATG, so

the untranslated leader of the H1.10a mRNA is somewhat

shorter than that of the H1.10a mRNA. The location of the

CCAAT element, relative to the TATAA element, is identical

in the two genes. In each of these H1 genes the CCAAT

sequence starts 23 bp upstream of the TATAA element.

A sequence element which has been found upstream of the

CCAAT element in vertebrate H1 genes is an A+C-rich sequence

containing the core sequence AAACACA (9). This sequence is

found in both of these chicken H1 genes. A comparison of

the A+C-rich elements from these genes shows an extended

conserved sequence of AAGAAACACAA. However, the relative

locations of the A+C-rich elements are different in these

two genes. The element is 39 bp upstream of the CCAAT
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element in H1.10A but 67 bp upstream of the H1.1a CCAAT

element. The function of the conserved A+C-rich elements is

not known.

The 3' ends of most eukaryotic mRNAs undergo post-

transcriptional processing which adds a tail of

polyadenosine. Most histone mRNAs are unusual in that they

are not polyadenylated. Another type of processing

generates specific 3' termini of histone mRNAs (10,11).

This processing requires the presence of at least 2 histone

gene-specific sequences: a hyphenated dyad which can form a

stem+loOp structure, and a purine-rich region 5-15 bp

downstream of the dyad. These elements are thought to bind

a small ribonucleOprotein during histone mRNA processing

(12). The H1.1a histone gene was shown to have a hyphenated

dyad sequence, GGCTCTTTTATAAGAGCC, which is similar or

identical to the processing signal found in other histone

mRNAs (1). The H1.10a gene contains the identical element

which is flanked by sequences containing only A and C. This

is characteristic of other histone genes as well. Fifteen

bp downstream of each dyad is the start of a purine-rich

sequence. The chicken element A(G/A)AAAGAG is similar to

other vertebrate elements (13-15).

9182: H1 928: sssusnsss

All of the chicken H1 genes contain a BclI site
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originating at these BclI sites were subcloned to facilitate

sequence analysis of the other chicken H1 genes. This

procedure also provided a rapid analysis of different H1

histone gene promoter regions, so that gene-specific Sl

assays for mRNA levels could be designed.

Figure 11 shows the coding sequence of the 5' portions

of the five chicken H1 genes. These portions of the genes

code for the N-terminal basic domains of the histones. Each

of the genes codes for a unique protein. Some differences

between the H1 amino acid sequences are common to two or

three variants.

H1.1a has a serine residue at the N-terminus. H1.1c

differs from H1.1a at only one amino acid in this region of

the protein. H1.2e differs from H1.1a at 5 positions, and

has an inserted residue at position 20, but is like H1.1a

and H1.1c by having serine at the N-terminus. The other two

H1 genes, H1.10a and H1.2d, have alanine at the N-terminus.

They also have 2 amino acids inserted after position 16

relative to H1.1a.

Figure 12 shows the promoter regions of the 5 chicken

H1 genes. All of these promoters contain the TATAA element

and the CCAAT element, though the H1.2e gene has a variant

TATAA element, TAAAA. A comparison of the sequences

flanking the prototypical TATAA elements shows that the
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Comparison of 5' coding sequences of chicken

H1 genes. Dashes are inserted in some of the

sequences to align the H1 protein sequences.

Codons which specify nonconsensus amino acids

are underlined. The overlapping SacII and

ApaI sites found in all of the genes are

indicated.
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chicken H1 elements share a larger homology. The consensus

sequence seen in these genes is C(T/G)CTATAAAT. This motif

is similar to the element that is found in other histone

genes (16).

The TATAA element directs the initiation of

transcription to a site about 30 bp downstream of it. While

gene-specific Sl analysis has not been performed to

accurately determine the respective initiation sites of the

H1 mRNAs, an estimate can be made using distance from TATAA

and the fact that the start site is usually a purine in or

3' to a pyrimidine—rich region. These are shown in Figure

12. The location of the TATAA elements in the chicken H1

genes varies from 52 bp upstream of the initiation ATG codon

(in H1.2d) to 82 bp upstream (in H1.1a). This means that

all of the H1 mRNAs have rather short untranslated leaders.

The positioning of the CCAAT elements is quite uniform

among the chicken H1 genes. The CCAAT elements are located

22, 23, or 24 bp upstream of the TATAA elements. This is

closer than the positioning seen in other histone genes (16)

and other eukaryotic genes generally (17). Usually CCAAT

elements are found 40 to 60 bp upstream of TATAA elements.

Like the H1 TATAA elements, the upstream H1 CCAAT elements

have an extended homology. The larger sequence

GCACCAATCA is found in 3 of the genes, and the elements
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Figure 12. H1 promoter sequences. CCAAT elements and

TATAA elements are capitalized. All the

sequences end at the initiation ATG.

Probable mRNA cap sites are underlined.
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H1.1c and H1.2e contain the sequence CCAAT 25 bp

downstream of the TATAA element. This is an anomolous

position for a CCAAT element. Since these sequences are not

within the larger consensus element and are not upstream of

TATAA element, they probably do not have the regulatory

activity of true CCAAT promoter elements.

At the time that this work was being done, Coles,

Robbins, Madley, and Wells (19) reported the complete

sequences of 4 chicken H1 histone genes, including the gene

we were unable to isolate, to complete the characterization

of the six genes in this family. Their results show that

each gene codes for a unique protein, and that the conserved

5' and 3' elements we found in H1.10a are present in all the

chicken H1 histone genes.

Since this group had completed the studies we had

proposed, we did not continue our studies of the H1 histone

family. We increased our efforts in an investigation of two

other chromosomal protein genes, HMG-14 and HMG-17. The

results of these studies are reported in Chapter 5 and the

Appendix.
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The structure of chromatin and the regulation of

expression of its information is determined by complicated

interactions between nucleic acids and proteins. The most

abundant of the chromosomal proteins are the histones (see

Chapter 1). Nonhistone chromosomal proteins range from

proteins of low abundance and high specificity of action,

perhaps only transiently associated with chromatin, to

proteins which are nearly as abundant as histones. The most

abundant of the nonhistone chromosomal proteins are the high

mobility group proteins (HMG proteins). There are

approximately 106 molecules of each type of HMG protein in

most cells, so they are about one-tenth as abundant as the

histones (1).

HMG proteins were first characterized by E.W. Johns and

his colleagues. They were studying the histones of calf

thymus chromatin. To isolate histone H1 they started by

extracting tissue with perchloric acid (2). This extract

contained H1 as its only histone component, but also

contained Upwards of 20 other proteins at measurable levels.

Most of these proteins can be released from isolated

Chromatin by 0.35 M NaCl washes (3) which are too mild to

extract histones. Because these proteins migrated rapidly

in the polyacrylamide acid-urea gels used to separate basic

chromosomal proteins like histones, they were named HMG-1,
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products of histones or larger HMG proteins. HMG-3, for

example, is derived from the N-terminal portion of HMG-1

(4). Levels of HMG-l decrease when HMG-3 increases in a

preparation. Another persistent artifact of preparation is

HMG-8, which is derived from the N-terminal portion of

histone H1 (5). Nuclear proteases are probably responsible

for the occurrences of many of these HMG fractions. When

efforts to diminish proteolysis during preparation are

successful, four major HMG proteins are found. It is now

well established that HMG-1, HMG—2, HMG-14, and HMG-17 are

the major HMG proteins in vertebrate tissues. There appear

to be 2 subgroups: HMG-1 and HMG-2 are similar, and HMG-l4

and HMG-17 are similar.

The 4 HMG proteins of calf thymus have characteristics

which have been used to define this type of protein.

1) They are chromosomal proteins.

2) They can be extracted from chromatin by 0.353

NaCl.

3) They are small proteins, less than 30 kd.

4) They are rich in lysine and arginine (>20%).

5) They are rich in glutamic acid and aspartic acid

(>201).

6) They are rich in proline (>51).

Proteins very like the calf thymus HMG proteins have
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(9-12). Primary sequence information confirms the homology

of some of these proteins to the prototypical calf thymus

proteins.

The occurrence of HMG proteins in nonvertebrate

eukaryotes is not well documented. An early report

described proteins isolated from yeast (13) and wheat (14)

chromatin which fit the physical criteria of Johns gt 81.,

but without sequence information, no assignment of homology

could be made. These proteins are intermediate in size

between calf HMG-1,2 and HMG-14,17. Proteins with HMG-like

size and amino acid composition have been isolated from

several types of insect chromatin, including onsophila

mslanssastsr (15.16). Dixirilis (17). and Csratitus sssifafs

(18). Again, the sequences of these proteins are not known

 

so they are only nominally HMG proteins. The strongest

evidence for an HMG protein outside of those of vertebrates

is a recent report of an HMG-1,2 homologue in Saccharomyces

ssrxisias called ACP2. The sequence of the ACP2 gene was

determined and the deduced amino acid sequence matches the

calf HMGl sequence at 43% of their residues when

conservative replacements are included (19). This level of

homology indicates that ACP2 is indeed a member of the HMG-

1,2 family, since the trout and calf proteins have only 58%

identity. Disruption of ACP2 gene function is lethal. The
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fact, homologues of the vertebrate proteins. If, as many

assume, the HMG proteins play a fundamental role in the

dynamics of chromatin structure, this would be expected.

Absent a functional assay for any HMG protein, homologous

protein sequences from other phylogenetically diverse

species would be reassuring.

HH§:1 and 332:2

HMG-1 and HMG-2 are similar in size (26 kd) and amino

acid composition (20). Comparison of the amino acid

sequences that are known confirms that these two proteins

are closely related and they are sometimes collectively

known as HMG-1,2. The primary sequences of a number of

vertebrate HMG-1,2 proteins have been determined. Figure 13

shows an example from a rat. The composition of this HMG-1

protein is typical of the family: lys+arg - 24%, asp+glu a

274, and pro - 61. The charges are not evenly distributed

throughout the molecule. The C-terminus consist of a run of

30 acidic residues, while the N-terminal two-thirds of the

molecule is basic.

On the basis of their amino acid sequences (21) a 3-

domain structure for the HMG-1,2 proteins has been proposed

(22). Domains A and B are globular basic regions with

moderate helicity (23). These are residues 1 to 79 and

residues 90 to 163 of rat (and human). A 10 residue linker
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The sequence of a rat HMG-1 cDNA. The C-

terminus of the predicted protein is made

only of lysine (K), aspartic acid (D), and

glutamic acid (E). (From (24)).
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segment that precedes it. The high charge of this domain

prevents the formation of stable structures in solution.

BMW

When preparations of HMG proteins are analyzed by

electrophoresis or high pressure liquid chromatography,

microheterogeneity is found in every HMG protein fraction

(25-28). The reason for this is that all of the HMG

proteins undergo a variety of posttranslational

modifications, much like the histones. The functions of

these modifications are not known for either histones or HMG

proteins.

When purified calf thymus HMG-1 and HMG-2 proteins are

analyzed, 3-44 of HMG-1 and 8-94 of HMG-2 is found to be

methylated (29). The modified residue is Ntdf-dimethyl

arginine, but which specific arginines are modified is not

known. No methylated lysine residues are found. HMG-1,2

can also be acetylated (30-32). The modified residues are

lysines in the N-terminal 12 amino acids of the proteins

which are released by treatment with cyanogen bromide.

Sterner et a1. (32) added 3H-acetate to a calf thymus

homogenate to radioactively label the modified residues.

When they sequenced the N-terminal peptide fragment they

found only 2 of the 4 lysines it contains were labelled,

specifically those at positions 2 and 11. The N-terminus
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Several types of glycosylation have been demonstrated

(33). The sugars mannose, galactose, glucose, fucose, N-

acetylglucosamine, and an unidentified sugar (possibly

xylose) can be released from HMG-1,2 by alkaline borohydride

hydrolysis. Mild alkaline hydrolysis, which releases 0-

linked sugars, will not release the carbohydrate from HMG

proteins, suggesting they are N-glycosyl linkages. HMG-1,2

are reportedly modified by ADP-ribosylation, but neither the

site nor the structure of this modification is well

characterized (34).

WWW

Despite many investigations, no clear functions for the

HMG proteins are known. Studies of HMG protein function

have generally been of 2 types: 1) since the HMG proteins

are major components of chromatin, their interactions with

DNA, histones, and nucleosomes have been studied, and 2) the

HMG proteins, or nucleosomes associated with them, have been

characterized from various cell types.

One of the first properties of HMG-1,2 discovered was

that the molecules have a much higher affinity for single

stranded DNA than for double stranded DNA. This is

demonstrated in the most straightforward way by passing HMG

proteins over columns which contain immobilized DNA.
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not (35). It has been suggested that one function of the

HMG proteins might be destabilizing the DNA double helix by

virtue of their affinity for single stranded DNA.

Yoshida and his colleagues described an interesting

interaction of HMG-1,2 with supercoiled DNA. They inserted

a (CG),o fragment into the ampicillin resistance gene of

pBR322. When this plasmid is highly supercoiled the 20 bp

insert assumes the z-DNA form. When this plasmid is put

into an in 11t19 transcription reaction, 81 2911 RNA

polymerase cannot transcribe through the region of Z-DNA and

an abbreviated transcript is made, but when HMG-l is

included in the reaction the transcriptional block is

removed (36). They think that HMG-l binds in or near the

region of z-DNA and relieves supercoiling there, even as it

increases supercoiling in the rest of the plasmid.

Another interaction of HMG-1 and DNA was recently

described by Bianchi et 81. (37). They designed DNA

fragments which anneal into cruciform DNA, made an affinity

Chromatography column with these cruciform fragments, and

purified a cruciform binding protein from rat liver.

Peptide analysis and sequencing showed that this protein is

in fact HMG-1,2. flgng {18; rat HMG-1, produced from a

cloned cDNA, binds cruciform DNA as measured by a gel shift

assay. Because of the clever design of their artificial
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do not bind HMG-1, and suggest the HMG-1 binds to the branch

point where one double strand splits to two single strands.

This is consistent with all but the earliest results

described above.

Nucleosomes can be reconstituted from their component

DNA and histones, but only when the components are mixed in

a high salt solution, followed by lengthy dialysis to

physiological conditions (38,39). The reassembly of

nucleosomes at physiological ionic strengths can be

facilitated by the addition of certain Xenopug oocyte

extracts (40). When the "assembly factor" is further

purified, it is found to be an acidic protein (41) called

nucleoplasmin. Nucleoplasmin is the predominant

nucleoprotein of Xgngpgg oocytes and in yittg it appears to

act by preventing nonspecific aggregate formation between

DNA and the large pools of histones present in the oocytes,

thus allowing pr0per nucleosome assembly. Acidic

polypeptides (polyglutamic acid or polyaspartic acid) can

substitute for nucleoplasmin in the assembly reaction (42).

These facts led Bonne~Andre gt 81. to investigate the

possibility that HMG-1, with its acidic C domain and its

histone-interacting A domain, might be a nucleosome assembly

factor (43). They found that HMG-l facilitiates the

formation of core octamers of histones. Also, the addition
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the reaction. The nucleosomes reconstituted in the presence

of HMG-l appear to be normal in electron micrographs.

It is not yet possible to decide which of the

properties of HMG-1,2 are biologically relevant. Whether

HMG-1,2 is involved in DNA binding or unwinding or melting

or nucleosome assembly, a role in either of the two basic

functions of chromatin, replication and transcription, can

be postulated.

539:11 289 Hfl§:1l

Originally, two small (9-12 kd) HMG proteins were found

in mammalian and avian cells. These are HMG-l4 and HMG-l7

(44). The amino acid compositions of these proteins are

similar and show that these proteins form a small family, so

they are sometimes collectively referred to as HMG-14,17.

Trout have a single small HMG protein, called H6 (45). It

is a member of the HMG-14,17 family, but because of its

amino acid composition and small size (7 kd) its relation to

individual mammalian HMG proteins is not clear.

Several of the small HMG proteins have been completely

sequenced, including calf HMG-17 (46), calf HMG-14 (47),

chicken HMG-17 (48), and trout H6 (49), and a partial

sequence of chicken HMG-14 is known (50). The sequences

clearly show similarities throughout the proteins,

confirming that these proteins are related (51).
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HMG-14,17 contain only a low proportion of hydrophobic

amino acids. Structural studies of HMG-14 (52) and HMG-17

(53) using circular dichroism and nuclear magnetic resonance

spectroscopy show that these proteins have little or no

secondary or tertiary structure in a wide range of solution

conditions. These methods only detect significant

structural involvement of amino acid side chains when the

proteins interact with DNA at low ionic strength. The

residues involved in this DNA binding are in the N-terminal

parts of the molecules, approximately between residues 15

and 40. This region is highly conserved in all of the HMG-

14,17 molecules examined.

HMG-14,17, like HMG-1,2, undergo a number of post-

translational modifications which cause microheterogeneity

when protein preparations are analyzed by electrophoresis

or, especially, high pressure liquid chromatography. The

best studied of these is phosphorylation. 13 yittg studies

show that mammalian HMG-14,17 can be substrates for

phophorylation by cAMP- and cGMP-dependent kinases (54,55)

and other kinases (56,57). Both serine and threonine side

chains can be phosphorylated 1n 21ttg. Several researchers

have tried to correlate 1n 2128 levels of HMG-14,17

phosphorylation to stages of the cell cycle by adding ”P-
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studies show that phosphorylation of HMG—14 is higher in

metaphase—arrested HeLa cells than cells in interphase (58-

60). An endogenous kinase of Chromatin may be responsible

for this phosphorylation. Another study shows that an HMG-

14¢like protein is phosphorylated in both metaphase and

interphase cells, but that the electrophoretic mobility of

the metaphase protein is less (61). Multiply phosphorylated

forms of HMG-14 may account for the higher levels of HMG-l4

phosphorylation seen in all the studies: basal levels of HMG

phosphorylation may not be detected by some labelling

regimens.

Phosphorylation of HMG-17 was not detected in the work

just described, but has been reported in other studies.

Both HMG-l4 and HMG-17 are phosphorylated in Chinese hamster

ovary cells in interphase. When these cells are arrested at

metaphase, the relative phosphorylation of HMG-l4 increases

(62,63). Ph05phorylated HMG-l7 has also been found in rat

cells (64) and mouse cells (65).

HMG-14,17 can be acetylated at lysine residues in the

N-terminal portion of the molecules (65,66). Acetylation of

chromosomal proteins may have profound effects on gene

structure and activity (67). 13 21tgg, HMG-14,17 can

inhibit the action of histone deacetylase (68,69). This

property may be important for their in yivg function since
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Mammalian HMG-14,17 can also be modified by a number of

carbohydrate moieties. Fructose, galactose, mannose, and N-

acetyl glucosamine have been found in these proteins, but it

is not known what percentage of them is modified or how

heterogeneous the glycosylated forms are (71). ADP—

ribosylation of HMG-14,17 has been reported in transformed

human cells (72) and mouse mammary carcinoma cells (73).

Only 0.034 of the HMG proteins are ADP-ribosylated in the

mouse cells, but this small fraction may play a regulatory

role since glucocorticoid treatment, which induces

transcription of some cellular and tumor virus genes,

decreases the level of HMG ADP-ribosylation significantly

(74).

Possible Eflfizlilll functions

During develOpment of an organism, specific sets of

 

genes are transcribed in various cells at various times.

Genes that are to be activated are assembled into a specific

chromatin structure prior to the onset of their

transcription (75). Despite considerable efforts, the

unique components and structure of transcriptionally active

chromatin are not well understood.

The best evidence that active chromatin is structurally

distinct from inactive chromatin has come from nuclease

digestion experiments. These experiments show that active
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sensitivity is seen throughout the region of an active gene

(77,78). Superimposed upon this generally increased

nuclease sensitivity, many active genes have sites which are

hypersensitive to DNase I or micrococcal nuclease (77).

These hypersensitive sites are often in the control

sequences 5' to active genes. The appearance of

hypersensitive sites before transcription begins and their

persistence after transcription ceases show that these sites

are indications of an activated chromatin structure, rather

than a consequence of the process of transcription itself

(78,79). The active chromatin structure indicated by DNase

I hypersensitivity is necessary but not sufficient for

transcription induction in most genes that have been

examined.

Light digestion of chromatin by nucleases releases

mononucleosomes and oligonucleosomes which are substantially

enriched in actively transcribed sequences (75,80).

Studying the components of these nucleosomes, and

reconstituting nuclease-sensitive chromatin from isolated

components, has provided evidence that HMG-l4 and HMG-17 are

involved in the maintenance of a transcriptionally active

chromatin structure.

The earliest report relating HMG-l4 and HMG-17 to

nuclease sensitivity was by Weisbrod and Weintraub (81).
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erythrocyte Chromatin but not in brain chromatin. This

sensitivity is lost when erythrocyte chromatin is extracted

with 0.35 U NaCl, which removes some Chromosomal proteins

including HMG~14 and HMG-17. Reconstitution of the depleted

erythrocyte chromatin with HMG-l4 or HMG-17 restores DNase I

sensitivity, even when brain is the source of the HMG

proteins. This shows that, though HMG-14 and/or HMG-17 are

a necessary part of the active globin nucleosomes, some

other feature of the nucleosome is responsible for tissue-

specific transcription patterns.

Weisbrod gt 81. extended this work to show that most of

the active genes of erythrocytes and of a leukemia cell line

have nuclease sensitivity which is conferred by HMG-14 and

HMG-17 (82). By measuring the hybridization kinetics of

nuclease-generated nucleosomes and total nuclear RNA they

could demonstrate the involvement of HMG-14 and HMG-17

throughout the active portion of the genome. The bulk

stoichiometry of their reconstitution experiments is

puzzling. Although 20‘ of the genome is transcribed in

these cells, nuclease sensitivity is restored to individual

genes (gtgt,8- globin) by just one mole of either HMG-14 or

HMG-17 protein per 20 moles of nucleosomes. The selective

affinity of HMG~14 and HMG-17 for globin nucleosomes in

erythrocytes was confirmed by Sandeen gt g1. (83). They
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nucleosomes have 2 strong binding sites for either HMG-14 or

HMG-17, confirming other studies (84,85). They also showed

that HMG-14 and HMG-17 bind naked DNA, albeit less tightly.

In the studies cited above, active nucleosomes were

shown to be associated with HMG-14,17. Two groups have

taken the reverse approach by isolating HMG-associated

nucleosomes and characterizing the sequences they contain.

The results of these studies are mixed. Dorbic and Witting

(86) used a monoclonal anti-HMG-17 antibody to isolate

nucleosomes produced by light nuclease digestion of nuclei.

They found that nucleosomes released from liver nuclei

contain a gene active in liver (vitellogen II) and oviduct

nucleosomes contain genes active in oviduct (ovalbumin and

lysozyme), but not yigg ygtgg. Druckmann gt 81. also used

an antibody to enrich a fraction of HMG-17-containing

nucleosomes from the livers of rats before or after

treatment with a carcinogen (87). This carcinogen induces a

P450 liver enzyme. They examined the HMG-17 enriched

fraction for the presence of repetitive DNA, non-transcribed

DNA, transcribed genes, and the inducible P450 gene. They

concluded that actively transcribed genes are enriched in

the fraction of nucleosomes which contain HMG-17: but, to a

lesser extent, so are some genes that are not actively

transcribed.
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The nucleosomes used in the study described first were

prepared by light digestion of nuclei, whereas the

nucleosomes in the second study were prepared from a much

more complete digest of prepared chromatin. It seems likely

that higher levels of digestion of chromatin may destroy

some higher orders of chromatin structure. Other studies

have implicated higher order structures in the maintenance

of nuclease sensitivity (88). It is possible that some

rearrangement of chromatin components occurs during

chromatin isolation so that the structure of active

chromatin is obscured when chromatin is isolated.

Furthermore, if HMG-14,17 need not associate with every

nucleosome in an active array, complete digestion to

mononucleosomes before antibody binding will lessen the

specific enrichment for active genes. These problems are

not limited to studies of HMG-14,17 function: they

constitute a virtually unavoidable problem in relating

biochemical observations of solubilized chromatin to the

roles of histones, HMG proteins and other Chromosomal

proteins that constitute the active chromosomal DNA

structures in the living cell.

To allow further study of the function, production, and

evolution of HMG-l4 and HMG-l7 we have isolated HMG-l4 and

HMG-l7 cDNA clones and genomic clones. At the start of this

“‘ " ‘ ‘ I l I .0... Q A ‘- WF_1 ‘T 5-1 A--- L-‘ BAAH
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isolation of human HMG-14 cDNA clones (89) and HMG-l7 cDNA

Clones (90) in 1986. These clones were constructed in

_gtll, a vector which allows expression of the cloned cDNA,

so that anti-HMG antibodies could be used to isolate the HMG

cDNA clones. When the HMG cDNA clones were used as probes

to study the HMG genes it was found that both the human HMG-

14 and HMG-l7 genes are members of multigene families with

about 50 members: most members of these families are

processed retropseudogenes (91). They isolated 125-150

genomic clones by hybridization to the cDNA clones. The

active genes were isolated from this set by hybridization to

a series of oligonucleotides complementary to the 3'

portions of the cDNAs (92,93). They also used the human

HMG-14 and HMG-l7 cDNA clones as probes to isolate a chicken

HMG-14 cDNA clone (94), a chicken HMG-17 cDNA clone (95) and

the chicken HMG-17 gene (96). The results their studies of

these clones are compared to ours in Chapter 5.
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The Appendix describes the isolation of cDNA clones

derived from chicken HMG-l4 and HMG-l7 mRNAs. The known

amino acid sequences of HMG-14 and HMG-l7 were used to

predict possible mRNA sequences. A mixture of oligo-

nucleotides which would hybridize to these mRNA sequences

was used successfully to screen a :gtll cDNA library

generated from chicken liver mRNA (1). DNA sequence

analysis showed that pLM3b is a HMG-l4 cDNA, and pLGla is a

HMG-17 cDNA. When the HMG cDNAs were used as hybridization

probes of chicken genomic Southern blots, the HMG-l4 and

HMG-17 genes were judged to be single copy genes.

Srikantha, Landsman, and Bustin (2) used a different

approach to isolate a Chicken HMG-14 cDNA. They used a

human HMG-14 cDNA to isolate homologous chicken cDNAs and

determined the sequence of one of them. The sequence of

their HMG-14 cDNA is quite different from the one we

isolated, and the cDNAs detect different single copy genes

with Southern hybridization regimens of normal stringency.

Though the cDNA they isolated is clearly a member of the

HMG-14 family, the amino acid composition of the protein it

encodes differs significantly from the amino acid

composition of the major chicken HMG-l4 protein. In

particular, amino acid analysis shows that chicken HMG-14

has 10-11 prolines, 5 serines, l histidine, and no valine.

while the anus we isolated encodes a protein with this
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encodes a protein with 8 prolines, 8 serines, no histidine,

and 5 valines. Since the discovery of this second member of

the chicken HMG-14 family, the cDNA we isolated (and its

gene) has been called HMG-14a, while the human homologue has

been called HMG-14b.

It is not yet known if mammals contain a homologue of

chicken HMG-14a. Whether or not a human HMG-14a homologue

can be isolated by nucleic acid hybridization, the homology

of HMG-14b and the human transcript suggests that the HMG-14

family is an ancient one. The HMG-14b gene has been

isolated and characterized by Srikantha, Landsman, and

Bustin (3). The structure of HMG-14b is compared with HMG-

14a below.

Thsshisksnmltllsene

To isolate the chicken HMG-17 gene, the chicken HMG-17

cDNA pLGla was used as a radioactive hybridization probe in

a screen of a 2Charon4A library of chicken genomic DNA

clones as described in Chapter 2. Nine plaques tested

positive in the initial hybridization screen. When these 9

clones were isolated, replated, and rescreened, 3 of them

gave strong positive signals. These were JHMSa, LHM6b, and

1HM7a. DNA was prepared from the purified clones and used

for restriction mapping and Southern analysis.

Figure 14 shows restriction maps of LHMSa, LHM6b, and
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blots were hybridized to the HMG-17 cDNA probe to identify

fragments which contain coding sequences of the HMG-l7 gene.

The resultant hybridization patterns also facilitated

alignment of the maps to indicate overlap among these

clones. LHM7a appeared to contain the entire HMG-17 coding

region.

Two fragments of LHM7a hybridize strongly to the HMG-l7

cDNA probe (Figure 14). These fragments, a 1.7 kb BamHI-

HinDIII fragment and a 2.1 kb HinDIII fragment, were

isolated and subcloned into a plasmid vector (Bluescribe

KS+). The resulting subclones, pHM1.7BH and pHM2.1HH, were

used for restriction mapping and sequence analysis. (For

reasons discussed below, it also became necessary to

subclone the 0.8 kb HinDIII-8amHI fragment which adjoins

pHM1.7BH. This fragment does not hybridize to the HMG-17

cDNA probe.)

One immediate conclusion that could be drawn from the

initial mapping and Southern analysis of lHM7a was that the

HMG-17 gene contains an intron. The HMG-17 cDNA contains no

HinDIII sites, yet 2 HinDIII fragments hybridize to the HMG-

17 cDNA probe. This suggested that the HinDIII site between

pHMl.7BH and pHM2.1HH lies within an intron.

The previously characterized HMG-17 cDNA sequence

enabled us to predict restriction sites which should be

found in the exons of the HMG-17 gene. These enzyme sites
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Figure 14. Restriction maps of recombinant LCharon4A

chicken genomic clones which hybridize to the

HMG-17 cDNA pLGla.
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sites were used as labelling sites for sequence

determinations by the chemical degradation method of Maxam

and Gilbert. Figure 15 shows detailed restriction maps of

pHM1.7BH and pHM2.1HH, emphasizing sites found in the cDNA

and/or used for sequencing. The regions which were

sequenced are indicated below the maps. Sequence

determination showed that the chicken HMG-17 gene consists

of 6 exons and 5 introns. The locations of the exons are

indicated on the map in Figure 15.

Figure 16 shows the sequences of the 6 exons that are

found in the HMG-l7 cDNA. Exon 1 contains all of the 5'

untranslated sequences, the initiation ATG, and 4 codons.

Exons 2, 3, and 4 are quite small containing 45 bp, 30 bp,

and 51 bp, respectively. Exon 5 is 96 bp long. Exon 6

contains 33 bp of coding sequence, the termination codon

TAA, and the long 3' untranslated region of the gene.

Because of the length of the 3' untranslated region, Exon 6

is much larger than the other exons. In the 3' untranslated

region there are three nucleotide differences between the

genomic sequence and the cDNA sequence. These were

confirmed by sequencing both strands of the genomic clone.

Whether these small differences are allelic in chickens or

artifacts of cDNA synthesis was not investigated.



Figure 15.
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Restriction maps of pHM1.7BH and pHM2.18H.

The locations of the 6 exons of the HMG-17

gene are shown. Arrows indicate the regions

which were sequenced.

Part of the HMG-17 promoter is on pHMO.8HB.
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Figure 16. The exon-intron structure of HMG-17. The

sequence of the cDNA pLGla is shown: the

locations of the 5 introns is indicated with

arrows. The coding sequence is capitalized.
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Figure 17 shows the exon-intron boundaries of each of

the introns. All of the introns start with the sequence GT,

and all end with the sequence AG. This arrangement is seen

at the ends of almost all introns in nuclear genes (4). In

addition to the essentially invariant dinucleotides at the

ends of introns, consensus sequences of preferred

nucleotides around splice donor and splice acceptor sites

have been seen. These structures are often:

...AG/gtr...intron...ttncag/N...

(donor) (acceptor) .

The HMG-17 splice donors match the consensus sequence quite

well except that the splice donor for intron 3 is CT/gtr,

not AG/gtr. The splice acceptors do not match the consensus

sequence well, except that 4 of the 5 introns end with the

preferred cag. Intron 5 ends with tag, which is the next

most common end.

The 3' end of the HMG-17 cDNA appears to faithfully

represent the processed end of an HMG-17 mRNA. The cDNA

ends with a 49 base polyadenylate tract: 27 bases upstream

of this sequence is the canonical polyadenylation signal

AATAAA (5). The genomic sequence of the 3' end of the HMG-

17 gene shows that the polyadenylate tract is in fact added

post-transcriptionally. The genomic sequence is identical

to the cDNA sequence until the polyadenylate sequence of the

cDNA. Figure 18 shows the 3' end of the HMG-17 gene, and
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Figure 17. HMG-17 exon-intron boundaries. Coding

sequences are capitalized: intron sizes are

indicated.
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Figure 18. The 3' end of the HMG-17 gene. Sequences

found in the cDNA pLGla are capitalized: the

polyadenylation signal is underlined: the

polyadenylation site is indicated with an

arrow .
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the polyadenylation site. The polyadenylation signal,

AATAAA, is 27 bp upstream of the polyadenylation site. This

spacing is similar to the Spacing seen in other genes (5-7).

IRE flfi§:ll EIQEQEQI

The regions 5' of eukaryotic protein genes have been

found to be important in the control of gene expression.

These promoter regions often contain small sequence elements

which have been well conserved (see Chapter 1). The most

common of these is the TATAA element or Goldberg-Hogness box

(8) which is similar to the prokaryotic TATA promoter and

has a similar function (9). The TATAA element is recognized

by part of the RNA polymerase II transcription complex,

leading to accurate initiation of transcription at just one

or a few nucleotides about 30 bp downstream of TATAA (10).

In contrast to prokaryotic genes, not all eukaryotic protein

genes have TATAA elements in their promoters. When the

TATAA element is absent initiation of transcription usually

can occur at a number of sites (11).

Another sequence element often found in promoters is

CCAAT. This sequence is usually located 30 to 60 bp

Upstream of the TATAA element, but it may be found closer.

Some promoters contain degenerate CCAAT elements, and some

contain none at all (12).

The 5' regions of eukaryotic genes are often G+C-rich

and contain G+C-rich elements which facilitate high levels
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these elements is variable, but their effect seems to be

additive and proportional to their proximity to the TATAA

element (when one is present) (14). It is thought that

these elements, like CCAAT and TATAA elements, are binding

sites for proteins which participate in transcription. The

first and best characterized of these proteins is the

mammalian protein SP1 (15). This protein increases

transcription by binding to a variety of G+C~rich elements

which share the core consensus sequence GGCGGG. An avian

homologue of SP1 has not been demonstrated, but G+C-rich

sequences are common in the upstream regions of avian genes.

Figure 19 shows the promoter region of the chicken HMG-

17 gene and exon 1 (in capitals). All of the common

promoter elements are found in the HMG-17 promoter. Part of

the HMG-17 promoter lies on pHMO.BBH, upstream of the

subclones which contain the coding sequences. The HMG-17

promoter contains two TATAA elements. They are located 31

bp and 41 bp upstream of the first base represented in the

cDNA clone pLGla. This suggests that pLGla is a nearly

complete cDNA copy of an HMG-17 mRNA, perhaps missing a few

transcribed nucleotides at the 5' end. Either TATAA

element, or both, might function in this promoter. The

site(s) of the start of HMG-17 mRNA transcription must be

determined directly (see below), not by an examination of
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The HMG-17 promoter region. Exon 1 sequences

are capitalized; common promoter elements are

underlined; and mRNA initiation sites

determined by 81 protection analysis are

indicated with arrows.
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one cDNA clone. The chicken HMG-17 promoter also contains

a CCAAT element 61 bp upstream of the S' TATAA element.

This spacing is similar to that seen in many eukaryotic

genes.

The HMG-17 promoter has a G+C content of about 75%.

within this G+C-rich region are 4 SP1 binding sites. The 2

sites farthest upstream are on the non-coding strand of DNA,

while the downstream elements, including one between the

CCAAT and TATAA elements, are on the coding strand of the

gene. This seemingly haphazard arrangement of SP1 binding

sites is typical of this element.

Simmw

One method of determining where transcription of a gene

starts involves 51 protection analysis. In this method, a

radioactive probe is made which overlaps the end of the mRNA

of a gene. This probe is hybridized to mRNA, then the

hybrids are treated with $1 nuclease, which degrades single

stranded nucleic acids, but not double stranded hybrid

material. Measuring the portion of the probe which is

protected from digestion by hybridization to mRNA can give

an accurate indication of where transcription begins.

Furthermore, when, as is usual, the hybridization probe is

in excess of the corresponding mRNA, the intensity of the

protected band is a good measure of the gene's mRNA level.

This method, as applied to the chicken HMG-17 gene, is
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and +59 (Figure 19). This 118 bp Sau96a1 fragment overlaps

the suspected transcriptional start site. After treatment

with calf alkaline phosphatase, the fragment was labelled

with 4vnP-ATP and polynucleotide kinase. After the

labelled DNA was denatured, it was hybridized to mRNA

isolated from several tissues. The resultant RNA:DNA

hybrids were then treated with $1 nuclease and analyzed on a

denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Figure 21 shows the results

of this analysis. A small amount of untreated probe was run

in lane P. The two labelled strands of DNA, each 118

nucleotides long, have slightly different mobilities because

of their different base compositions. Some full length

probe remains in each of the treated sample lanes. This

material probably reannealed during the hybridization step

and so became resistant to digestion by $1 nuclease. The

amount of probe added to the RNA samples was lOOO-fold more

than the amount loaded in lane P, so the reannealed probe in

lanes 1-12 is a small fraction of the original input.

when the 118 nucleotide probe was hybridized to total

RNA isolated from embryonic brain, heart, skeletal muscle,

or blood, a range of fragments centered on 70 to 71

nucleotides in length was protected from $1 nuclease

digestion. This means that these tissues contain mRNAs

homologous to the probe, and that these mRNAs start 70-71 bp

upstream of the Sau96al site in exon 1. (It is formally
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81 protection analysis of HMG-17 mRNA.
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Figure 21. Results of 51 protection analysis of HMG-17

mRNA from 15 day old chicken embryos. Lane P

= probe only; M = pBR322 Hian size marker.

Experimental lanes: 1,7 = liver RNA

2,8 = brain RNA

3,9 = cardiac muscle RNA

4,10 = skeletal muscle

5,11 = blood RNA

0
‘

H N

ll yeast RNA.

Samples in lanes 7-12 were treated with 2

times as much 81 nuclease as samples in lanes

1-6.

Signal sizes (in nucleotides) are indicated.
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site, but its correspondence with the cDNA clone start site,

the absence of consensus splice acceptor sequences, and the

presence of consensus promoter sequences point to it being

the mRNA initiation site. It is also possible that mRNA

transcription began upstream of this region and was

processed to mature mRNA, but consensus promoter sequences

and the rarity of such 5' processing in RNA polymerase II

mRNAs make this doubtful.) The nucleotides corresponding to

possible mRNA initiation sites are shown in Figure 19.

Because 51 cleavage is imprecise to within 2 bp, it cannot

be determined if the HMG-17 mRNA begins with one or the

other or both purine nucleotides shown. They are 9 and 10

bp upstream of the start of the cDNA clone, indicating that

the cDNA is slightly truncated. The start sites indicated

by 51 protection analysis are appropriately located with

respect to the upstream TATAA element (30-31 bp from the

central T) suggesting that it controls the major initiation

site for HMG-17 transcription. (A weak signal at about 63

nucleotides in the gel could result from initiation

regulated by the downstream TATAA or be due to an internal

Sl-sensitive region in the RNAszA hybrids.) The 118 bp

probe was hybridized to a sample of yeast tRNA (commercially

prepared) as a negative control. Since this RNA contains no

chicken HMG-l7 mRNA, none of the probe was protected from 81

nuclease digestion and no signal was generated (Figure 21,
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$1 analysis also shows that the HMG-17 gene is not

active in embryonic liver. Figure 21, lanes 1 and 7, shows

that liver RNA prepared from 15 day old embryos does not

generate the 70 and 71 nucleotide signals. The few faint

larger bands seen in lane 1 are products of incomplete Sl

digestion: when more 51 nuclease is used to digest the

hybridization mixture these bands do not appear (lane 7).

A+T~rich regions of double stranded nucleic acids are

somewhat susceptible to SI digestion because of transient

local melting of these regions. We suspect that the 2 TATAA

elements on the reannealed 118 bp probe are slightly

digested by high levels of 81 nuclease, generating a faint

signal of about 90 nucleotides in some lanes.

91132: Results

Landsman, Srikantha, and Bustin (17) reported the

isolation and characterization of the chicken HMG-17 gene.

They used a human HMG-l7 cDNA clone to isolate genomic

clones which contain the chicken gene. Their results agree

with ours in every respect except one. They used the primer

extension method to determine the mRNA initiation site.

Their results predict that HMG—17 mRNA starts at the first A

in the sequence TTCAAATTAGTGGGG, while we predict a start at

the fourth A or its neighbor C (Figure 19). While their

published results are not completely convincing (not shown),

the tendency of $1 nuclease to digest A+T-rich hybrids may
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81 protocol, since they predict an mRNA with 6 As and T5 at

the 5' end. The initiation site they predict is 24 bp 3' of

the central T in the upstream TATAA. They have evidence, as

do we, of minor utilization of the downstream TATAA. Their

evidence predicts a minor mRNA species which starts in the

(a sequence 8 bp downstream of the major initiation site.

We have not attempted to resolve this minor discrepancy

between our results.

Conglusign

Analysis of the chicken HMG-17 gene has shown that:

l. The gene is a single copy gene.

2. The gene contains 5 introns: the exon-intron boundaries

are unremarkable.

3. The mRNA is polyadenylated 22 nucleotides downstream of

the polyadenylation signal AAUAAA.

4. The HMG-l7 promoter contains TATAA, CCAAT, and SP1

binding elements in a normal arrangement.

5. The gene is active in embryonic brain, heart, skeletal,

muscle, and blood, but not in embryonic liver.
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To isolate the chicken HMG-14a gene, the chicken HMG-

14a cDNA pLHJa was used as a radioactive hybridization probe

in a screen of a LCharon4A library of the chicken genome as

described in Chapter 2. Fourteen plaques tested positive in

the initial hybridization screen of the library. When the

14 clones were isolated, replated and rescreened, 3 of them

gave strong positive signals. These were named LYNl, LYNZ,

and LYN). DNA was prepared from the purified clones and

used for restriction mapping and Southern analysis. Figure

22 shows restriction maps of lYNl, LYNZ, and LYNB.

Southern blotting the mapping gels and hybridization of the

HMG-14a cDNA probe to the blots allowed identification of

the fragments which contain coding sequences of the gene,

and facilitated alignment of the maps to show how these

clones overlap.

Fragments of iYNl and iYNJ which hybridize to the

HMG-14a cDNA probe were subcloned into a plasmid vector

(Bluescribe KS+). These subclones, pHMl.9HB, pHMl.BBH,

pHHl.8HB, pHM1.0RH, and pHM1.5HP, were used for restriction

mapping and sequence analysis. Identical pHM1.BHB subclones

were isolated independently from both iYNl and iYNJ,

confirming that these iclones contain overlapping sequences

of the chicken genome.



Figure 22.
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Restriction maps of recombinant LCharon4A

chicken genomic clones which hybridize to the

HMG-14a cDNA pLMBa. The clones are aligned

to show how they overlap.
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The region which hybridizes to the HMG-14a cDNA probe

is about 10 kb. This is much larger than the chicken HMG-17

gene, which is less than 4 kb. Southern analysis of genomic

DNA had shown that the chicken HMG-14a gene is a single copy

gene, but might have weak homology to a few other sequences

in the genome. It seemed possible that LYNl and LYN3 might

contain 2 homologous genes. Alternatively, the chicken HMG-

l4a gene might contain more intron sequences than the HMG-17

gene. Restriction mapping and sequence analysis eventually

showed that there is only one large HMG-14a gene in this

region.

Figure 23 shows detailed restriction maps of the

subclones ofJYNl and LYN3. As in the analysis of the HMG-17

gene, restriction sites present in the cDNA clone were

suggestive of the locations of exons. In some cases these

sites were used as labelling sites for sequence

determination by the chemical degradation method. The

regions which were sequenced are indicated below the maps in

Figure 24.

Sequence analysis showed that the chicken HMG-14a gene

consists of 7 exons and 6 introns. For reasons discussed

below the exons are numbered exon 0 through exon 6. Figure

24 shows the sequences of the 7 exons that are found in the

HMG-14a cDNA pLH3a. Exon 0 is very small, consisting of
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Figure 23. Restriction maps of plasmid subclones which

contain HMG-14a exons. The exons are

indicated with heavy bars. Arrows indicate

regions which were sequenced to locate the

exons .
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untranslated region, the initiation ATG, and 4 codons make

up exon 1. This is similar to exon 1 of HMG-l7. Exons 2,

3, and 4 of HMG-14a are quite small, as they are in HMG-17.

In HMG-14a they consist of 30 bp, 30 bp, and 51 bp,

respectively. Exon 5 is somewhat larger at 144 bp. Since

exon 6 contains the long 3' untranslated region of the gene,

it is much larger than any of the other exons.

The relative sizes of the exons of HMG-14a and HMG-l7

are similar. In fact, 3 of the exons contain coding regions

for virtually identical regions of the homologous proteins.

Figure 25 shows a comparison of the codons present in

exon 1, exon 3, and exon 4 of the two chicken HMG genes.

The regions of the protein specified by exon 1 of each gene

have identical amino acid sequences. The same is true of

exon 4 of each gene. The portions of the two proteins

specified by each exon 3 differ by just one amino acid.

Conservation of exon structure and intron location is seen

in many other gene families, for example, between the a- and

fl-globin genes (4) and even where the predicted evolutionary

separation of the homologues is as ancient as the 2

characterized chicken histone H3.3 genes (17).



Figure 24.
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The exon-intron structure of HMG-14a. The

sequence of the cDNA pLMBa is shown; the

locations of the 6 introns is indicated with

arrows. The coding sequence is capitalized.

Sequences which are complementary to the

synthetic oligonucleotides JD-zo and JD-21

are underlined.
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GCAAACCATA
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tgttaaccct

cagagaggaa
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Figure 25. Conserved exons of HMG-14a and HMG-l7. These

portions of the proteins differ at only one

amino acid.
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Figure 26 shows the exon-intron boundaries of each of

the introns. The introns begin with CT and end with AG, as

do virtually all introns of nuclear genes. All of the

splice donors match the consensus sequence AG/gtr except

that of intron 3, where the splice donor is CT/gtr. The

splice acceptors do not match the consensus sequence

ttncag/N well, except that 5 of the 6 introns end with the

preferred cag. Intron 5 ends with tag, which is the next

most common end (4).

EKQD 9

To show that exon 0 is not an artifact of cDNA cloning

and to determine the structures of the 5' end of the HMG-14a

transcript several types of experiments were done:

1. Exon 0 and intron 0 were characterized by further

genomic DNA sequencing.

2. Additional HMG-14a cDNA clones were characterized.

3. 81 protection analysis and primer extension were used

to characterize HMG-14a mRNA from several tissues.
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Exon 0 contains all but the last nucleotide of an OxaNI

site, CCTNAGG. If exon 0 abuts a normal intron (which would

start with a 6), this OxaNI site will be found in the

genome. Restriction mapping showed that there is only one

OxaNI site within 2.5 kb of exon 1. Sequence analysis

around this OxaNI site confirmed that this site marks the

location of exon 0 in the genome.

Figure 27 shows the sequence of the chicken genome

around exon 0, including all of intron 0 and part of exon 1.

Intron 0 is 643 bp long, from -482 through +161.

(Nucleotide numbering will be explained below.) The splice

donor and acceptor sites of intron 0 match the consensus

sequences as well as do the other HMG-14a introns (Figure

26). Since exon 0, as represented in pLM3a, is very small,

it seemed possible that pLH3a is a truncated cDNA which is

missing sequences representative of the 5' end of HMG-14a

mRNA. One direct way to determine this would be to examine

other HMG-14a cDNA clones.

The cDNA library which was originally screened for HMG

clones was constructed in the vector Agtll. cDNA copies of

mRNA are cloned into this vector with the use of EcoRI

linkers (18). After recombinant clones are identified and

purified, the cDNA inserts are excised with EcoRI and
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Figure 26. HMG-14a exon-intron boundaries. Coding

sequences are capitalized; intron sizes are

indicated.
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The HMG-14a promoter region. Exon 0 (as

determined by primer extension) and exon 1

are capitalized. Only a portion of exon 0 is

found in pLMBb; that part is underlined. The

promoter contains no TATAA or CCAAT elements:

SP1 binding sites are underlined.
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gca
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subcloned into a plasmid vector. This facilitates

restriction mapping and sequence analysis since plasmid

vectors are much smaller than Lvectors. Some cDNA inserts

cannot be excised from the Lgtll vector by EcoRI. This is

usually because one end of the cDNA did not receive an EcoRI

linker, but was cloned by a blunt end ligation directly to

vector DNA or other cDNA. Anomolously cloned inserts can be

excised with restriction enzymes which cut the vector away

from the cloning site, but the excised fragment will

necessarily contain some :gtll sequences.

Three such anomolous cDNA clones which gave strong

positive signals in the original screening of the)_gtll

library (Appendix) had been stored, uncharacterized. To

clarify the nature of the 5' end of the NNG-14a gene, DNA

from these clones was purified and analyzed. Restriction

mapping of the purified recombinant LDNA showed that the 3

uncharacterized clones are identical. The cDNA insert,

along with some vector DNA, was excised from one of them and

subcloned into a plasmid vector (Bluescribe SK+). This

subclone is pLHZa: its map is shown in Figure 28.

Restriction mapping showed that pLMZa is the same as

pLM3a throughout most of the 3' part of the cDNA, but

differs in the 5' region. In particular, pUHZa does not

have the OxaNI site which characterizes exon 0. The

sequence of the 5' end of anza was determined by the

dideoxv chain termination method, using a primer (SK) which
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is complementary to the plasmid vector, and a primer (JD-20,

see Figure 23) which is complementary to part of exon 1.

This sequencing strategy is shown in Figure 28.

Sequence determination confirmed what restriction

mapping had suggested: exon 0 is not found in pLHZa. As

shown in Figure 29, pLHZa contains only exon 1 at its 5'

end: but this exon 1 is 161 bp longer than exon 1 of pLM3a.

Exon 1 of pLH3a contains the splice acceptor, at nt +162, to

which exon 0 can be spliced (Figure 27). (The first

nucleotide of pLHZa is arbitarily numbered +1.) The

structures of pLH3a and pLH2a, when compared, imply that the

initiation of HMG-14a mRNA synthesis might occur at 2 sites.

Only mRNA which initiates at the upstream site will contain

exon 0 for splicing onto exon 1(Figure 30). (Recent results

obtained by other members of the lab involved

characterization of 6 more independent HMG-14a cDNA clones.

All were of the unspliced pLM2a type, iygy, lacking the 0

exon. All of these were isolated from a commercial total

chicken embryo library and had shorter 5' ends than pLMZa.

This suggests that this library contains a high level of 5'-

truncated cDNAs, an observation confirmed with other clone

types. Therefore, this clone set is not of use in trying to

infer start sites of transcription of the pLMZa form of HMG-

14a.)

To determine if exon O-exon 1 splicing occurs in a

ninnifihanf nnrfinn nf the HMG-1AA mRNA “haul-ring- ..A_A-tl



 

Figure 28.
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Restriction map of pLMZa. The cDNA portion

is joined to the vector portion without

benefit of an EcoRI linker. Regions

sequenced from the named primers are

indicated with arrows.
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Figure 29. The HMG-14a promoter region. Sequences which

found in pLMZa are capitalized. Exon 0 is mt

represented in pLMZa.
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Figure 30. Multiple splicing patterns of HMG-14a mRNA as

represented by two cDNA clones. Exon 0 is

found in only a fraction of the mRNA: it is

spliced to an acceptor within exon 1.
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not a rare aberrant event immortalized by cDNA cloning, 81

protection analysis was performed. The design of this

experiment is shown in Figure 31. A DNA fragment which

contains intron 0 and part of exon 1 was isolated. The

strand which is complementary to HMG-14a mRNA was

radioactively labelled at its 5' end and hybridized to

chicken RNA from several tissues. After treatment of the

hybridization mixture with $1 nuclease, only that portion of

the probe complementary to exon 1 will remain intact. This

radioactive fragment can be visualized and measured on an

autoradiograph of a denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Figure

32 shows the results of this analysis. Some undigested

probe remained in the experimental samples: a sample of

untreated probe was run on the gel to identify these

background signals. Chicken RNA (lanes 1-4), but not yeast

RNA (lane 5), protects an 88 nucleotide fragment of the

probe. This is the part of the probe which is complementary

to the spliced exon 1 of pLM3a. These results show that the

exon o-exon 1 splice that is represented in pLMJa occurs in

a significant fraction of HMG-14a mRNA, and is not a rare

aberrant event.

Hybridization of the probe to HMG-14a mRNA containing

unspliced exon 1, as represented in pLMZa, should result in

the protection of a radioctive fragment of 249 nucleotides.

No strong signal of this size is seen in Figure 32. Two

explanations for this are possible.
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Figure 31. 81 protection analysis of HMG-14a mRNA.
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Results of 51 protection analysis of HMG-14a

mRNA. Lane P = probe only. Lane M = pBR322

Hian digest marker.

Experimental lanes: 1 = liver RNA

2 = brain RNA

3 = cardiac muscle RNA

4 = skeletal muscle RNA

5 = yeast RNA.

The 88 nucleotide signal from mRNA containing

the exon O-exon 1 splice is marked. Larger

signals come from unspliced mRNA.
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First, pLHZa may represent a rare form of HMG-14a mRNA which

is not detectable by 51 protection analysis. This is

unlikely from the recent cDNA clone results. Another

explanation for the absence of 249 nucleotide signal from

unspliced exon 1 is that hybrids of the probe and exon 1

might be sensitive to SI nuclease despite being double

stranded. Regions rich in A:T base pairs are sensitive to

single stranded nuclease, probably because transient local

melting of the RNA:DNA hybrid occurs in these regions.

Inspection of the sequence of exon 1 (Figure 29) shows that

it contains a stretch of 56 bp which is 891 A:T base pairs.

This region of probe-exon 1 hybrids might be digested by $1

nuclease so that the expected 249 nt signal would be reduced

to about 100 nt. There is evidence in Figure 32 that the

249 bp hybrid has been digested at this A+T-rich region. A

signal of about 100 nucleotides is seen. This signal from

the unspliced exon 1 is not as strong as the signal from the

exon O-exon 1 form, though, particularly when RNA from liver

or muscle was used in the hybridization.

It can be concluded that the two transcription and

splicing pathways described by Figure 30 each generate

detectable amounts of HMG-14a mRNA. The pathway represented

by pLH3a (containing the 0 exon) shows the strongest 51

signal in the tissue RNAs that were examined, but the pLM2a  
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embryo cDNA library. However, the short 0 exon might have

been lost in pLHJa-type cDNAs in this library. Such clones

cannot be distinguished from truncated pLHZa-type clones.

(HMG-14a cDNA clones are very rare in our liver cDNA

library. Despite extensive screening only 1 independent

clone of each type has been found to date.)

To show that pLH3a is a truncated cDNA clone that

contains only part of exon 0, the technique of primer

extension was used. In this technique, a small

radioactively labelled DNA primer is hybridized to

complementary sequences in a preparation of RNA. Reverse

transcriptase is used to elongate the DNA, using the RNA as

a template. The length of the elongated product indicates

the distance from the annealing site to the 5' end of the

RNA.

A 20 nucleotide primer (JD-21, see Figure 23) was

designed which is complementary to exon 0 and exon 1 around

the exon O-exon 1 splice site. This primer will only anneal

to mRNA containing the exon O-exon 1 splice, and extension

of this primer by reverse transcriptase will give a product

indicative of the true size of exon 0. Figure 33 shows the

results of primer extension with 30-21 and RNA from several

chicken tissues (and yeast RNA as a negative control). A

strong signal from an extended product of 139 nucleotides is

seen in all 4 experimental lanes but not the control lane.

Allowing for that part of the primer (and extended product)
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which is complementary to exon 1, it can be deduced that

exon 0 is about 126 bp, though only 12 bp of exon 0 are

found in pLH3a. All of exon 0, as predicted by primer

extension, is shown in Figure 27.

The sequences upstream of exon 1 and exon 0 are

expected to contain promoter elements which facilitate

transcription of the HMG-14a gene. As Figure 27 shows, the

HMG-14a promoter region does not contain either the TATAA or

CCAAT elements. This differs from the HMG-17 promoter,

which contains two TATAA elements and a CCAAT element in a

typical arrangement. The HMG-14a promoter does have some

features that are found in the promoters of other genes.

The SP1 binding site is found 12 times in this region. The

SP1 protein and its importance for high levels of

transcription have been characterized in mammalian systems.

The conservation of other promoter elements in eukaryotes

suggest that some or all of the SP1 binding sites could

function in the ENG-14a gene. Five SP1 binding sites are

clustered 34 to 62 bp upstream of exon 1: the others are

scattered throughout the transcribed and untranscribed

regions of the promoter.

The sequence upstream of exon 1 (Figure 27) is quite

G+C-rich (761). In this G+C-rich region the CG dinucleotide

content, 115, is almost as high as the GC dinucleotide



Figure 33.
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Primer extension analysis of HMG-14a mRNA.

The primer JD-21 (Figure 25) was used to map

the initiation site of exon 0.

Experimental lanes: 1 = liver RNA

2 = brain RNA

3 = cardiac muscle RNA

4 = skeletal muscle RNA

5 yeast RNA.

The strong 139 nucleotide signal is marked.
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content, 127. (In the genome as a whole, CG dinucleotides

are underrepresented about fourfold.) Also, this region

contains 7 HpaII sites (CCGG). Together, these features are

characteristic of regions upstream of housekeeping genes

(19), which are transcribed constituitively in most cells.

In: HE§:1in 11 end

The HMG-14a cDNA pLHJa ends with a stretch of 20 A

residues. The canonical polyadenylation signal AATAAA is

not found upstream of this A2° tract. When the

corresponding genomic sequence is examined (Figure 34) the

An tract is found. Downstream of the An tract the

polyadenylation signal occurs 4 times in a 21 bp region. It

seemed likely that pLHJa is truncated at the 3' end. This

is often found in cDNAs from genes which have an A+T-rich 3'

end, due to $1 cleavage at these regions during preparation

of the cDNA library.

Characterization of a second HMG-14a cDNA, pLM2a,

demonstrates that this might be true. pLM2a contains hNG-

14a 3' sequences anomolously ligated to vector sequences.

The 3' sequence of the cDNA portion of pLNZa was determined

by the dideoxy chain termination method using a _gtll primer

(Figure 28). As Figure 34 shows, the 3' end of pLHZa

contains more sequences than pLN3a, including the

polyadenylation signals. pLHZa does not contain sequences

-
.
1



Figure 34.
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The 3' end of the HMG-14a gene. The genomic

sequence is shown. Sequences found in a cDNA

clone are capitalized, the 3' ends of the 2

cDNAs analyzed are indicated with arrows.
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representative of a posttranscriptionally added

polyadenylate tail, so the site of 3' processing of HMG-14a

mRNA has not been unequivocally determined.

Recent characterization of 6 more HMG-14a cDNAs showed

that 3 clones had 3' ends shorter than pLM3a, presumably due

to truncation during cDNA cloning. Two clones ended at the

same site as pLNZa, but both had longer runs of poly (dA)

than are encoded at this position in the genome (A13 and

Av)° This suggests that these clones, and pLMZa, end at

the major polyadenylation site for NMGl4a. However, one

clone extended 110 bp 3' to the pLMZa end. This clone ended

shortly downstream of an AATAAA signal sequence, but did not

contain a run of nongenomic dAs. Two explanations for these

results seem reasonable:

1. HMG-14a mRNAs terminate at more than one

polyadenylation site in 3139: or

2. cDNA clones which end at the pLHZa site but have

longer poly (dA) tracts than encoded in the

genomic result from oligo dT priming at this

A-rich site during cDNA synthesis. They have long

dA stretches because they were primed by long

oligo dT molecules and/or because of slippage

during replication. This would suggest that the

real polyadenylation site for HMG-14a is at least

110 bp 3' to the pLHZa end.
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We favor the first of these two explanations because

similar suggestions of multiple polyadenylation site usage

have been found in analyzing a set of HMG—14b cDNA clones

(Dodgson 2; al., unpublished results). It is difficult, if

not impossible, to totally rule out the latter explanation,

given the A+T~rich, Sl-sensitive regions in the 3'

untranslated region of this gene.

The arm gens

Srikantha, Landsman, and Bustin (3) have determined the

structure of the HMG-14b gene. Like the HMG-14a gene, the

HMG-14b gene is larger (7.8 kb) than the HMG-17 gene. Its

promoter, like that of HHS-14a, contains no TATAA elements,

but is G+C-rich with a relatively high CG dinucleotide

content, and contains several SP1 binding sites and NpaII

sites. Also like HMG-14a, it contains multiple

polyadenylation signals.

An interesting difference between the two HMG—l4 genes

is seen when the exon-intron structure of the two genes are

compared. In HMG-14b the prototypical exon 2 and exon 3

appear to be fused. This region has been highly conserved

in the HMG proteins. A valine is inserted in the protein

sequence, relative to the consensus sequences of human NNG-

14, human HMG-l7, chicken HMG-14a, and chicken HMG-l7. The

valine codon, GTA, may be a remnant of an intron which has

been lost, since it is similar to the GT...AG sequence found

at the ends of introns.
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The possibility of multiple 5' splicing patterns of HMG-

1413

has not been examined.

92:22:152!) 91 222.0% and 91112__ke!) 614.9 99295

While characterization of the chicken HMG-17 and HMG-

14a genes was being completed, reports of the structures of

the human ENG genes were published (20,21). Comparison of

the human and chicken genes shows that some features of

these genes have been conserved since the division of the

human and chicken gene families.

1. The NHG transcripts all have G+C-rich leaders and

long A+T-rich untranslated regions.

Though the human and chicken HMG-17 and HMG-14

proteins are similar, the HMG-14 genes are much

larger (8-10 kb) than the HMG-17 genes (3-4 kb).

The exon-intron structure, which is similar in the

chicken HMG-l7 and HMG-l4 genes, is also similar

in both human genes. Exon 1, exon 3, and exon 4

are particularly well conserved in the chicken

genes: the human exons code for essentially

identical amino acid sequences. Exon 3 and exon 4

encode the DNA binding protion of the HMG-14,17

proteins (22,23). The possibility of multiple

splicing patterns in the human HMG-14 gene or

chicken HMG-14b has not been investigated.
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4. The promoters of both HMG-17 genes are G+C-rich

and contain 2 TATAA elements, a CCAAT element, and

several SP1 binding sites.

5. The promoters of both HMG-14 genes are G+C-rich.

HMG-14 promoters do not contain the TATAA element

but contain multiple SP1 binding sites.

We have substantially accomplished our goals in this

study of HMG gene structure. This is satisfying, especially

because our work, complementing the work of others, has

raised new interesting questions about the proteins and

their genes. We hope that the discoveries we have made will

allow new investigative approaches to the study of chromatin

structure and function.
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SUMMARY

A cDNA clone coding for the chicken high-mobility group 14 (HMG-l4) mRNA has been isolated from

a chicken-liver cDNA library by screening with two synthetic oligodeoxynucleotidc pools whose sequences were

derived from the partial amino acid sequence of the HMG-l4 protein. A chicken HMG-17 cDNA clone was

also isolated in a similar fashion. Comparison of the two chicken HMG cDNA clones to the corresponding

human cDNA sequences shows that chicken and human HMG- 14 mRNAs and polypeptides are considerably

less similar than are the corresponding HMG-l7 sequences. In fact. the chicken HMG-i4 is almost as similar

to the chicken HMG-l7 in amino acid sequence as it is to mammalian HMG-l4 polypeptides. HMG-l4 and

HMG-l7 mRNAs seem to contain a conserved sequence element in their 3'-untranslated regions whose

function is at present unknown. The chicken HMG-l4 and HMG-l7 genes. in contrast to their mammalian

counterparts. appear to exist as single-capy sequences in the chicken genome. although there appear to exist

one or more additional sequences which partially hybridize to HMG-l4 cDNA. Chicken HMG-l4 mRNA,

about 950 nucleotides in length, was detected in chicken liver RNA but was below our detection limits in

reticulocyte RNA.

 

INTRODUCTION general. the function(s) of HMG proteins remains

unknown, but Weisbrod and Weintraub (I979)

The HMG proteins are small non-histone chro- presented evidence indicating that the chicken

mosomal proteins, rich in both basic and acidic HMG-l4 and HMG-i7 proteins appear tobencccs-

amino acids. which appear to be widely distributed, sary components of actively transcribing chromatin.

if not ubiquitous, in eukaryotes (Johns, 1982). In Landsman, Bustin and colleagues have recently
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m

obtained cDNA clones coding for the human

HMG-I4 (Landsman et al.. l986b) and HMG-I7

(Landsman et al.. I986a) mRNAs and provided evi-

dence for the existence of multigene families in both

cases (Landsman and Bustin. I986).

We have isolated chicken HMG- I4 and IIMG- l 7

cDNA clones from a chicken liver cDNA library

using hybridization with synthetic oligodeoxynucle-

otide pools whose sequences were determined from

the known complete amino acid sequence of chicken

HMG-l7 (Walker et al.. I980) and the partial

sequence of chicken HMG-l4 (Walker. I982).

Because one stretch of sequence is identical in both

HMG proteins. one of the oligodeoxynucleotide

preparations hybridized to both cDNAs. IIMGvM-

specific and HMG-I'l-specific oligodeoxynucleotide

probes were also prepared. At degenerate positions

in the sequence. either all possible bases were used

or dcoxyinosine was used since it has been shown.

in at least some cases, to provide a useful alternative

to making a large number of different oligomers

(Ohtsuka et al.. I985).

The complete sequences of both HMG clones

were determined. The chicken HMG-I7 sequence is

nearly identical to one described very recently by

Landsman and Bustin (I987). The HMG-l4 se-

quence is considerably different from that of human

HMGcM. Furthermore. the HMG-l4 and HMG-l7

genes appear to be single copy in the chicken genome

in contrast to the situation in man and mammals.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

(a) Oligodeoxyaucleotlde screealng

The following oligodeoxynucleotides were pur-

chased from the Michigan State University Macro-

molecular Structure Facility:

d(GCYTTYT'I'IGGYTTIGGYTCIGGYTTI-

GG), complementary to both HMG-l4 and HMG-

I7 sequences;

d(TCYT'I‘YTTRTCRTClGCIGCYTTYTCY-

1T). complementary to HMG-I4; and

dUGIGGYTCRTCYTTNACY'I'I IGCY‘I‘I‘R-

TC). complementary to HMG-[7.

Y indicates that an equimolar combination of

pyrimidines was used in the synthesis; It indicates

the use of equimolar purines. and N the use of all 4

nt. Deoxyinosine was chosen for incorporation at

four-fold ambiguous positions where a review of

codon usage in other sequenced chicken genes

showed that it was unlikely that an I would be

directly opposite a G in the cDNA.

Oligodeoxynucleotides were labeled with poly-

nucleotide kinase and [r-"PIATP as described

(Maniatis etal.. 1982). The chicken liver lgtll

cDNA library used has been described previously

(Dodgson et al.. I987) and was a gift of M.

Yamamoto and J.D. Engel (Northwestern Uni-

versity). HMG cDNA clones were isolated by the

technique of Jacobs etal. (I985) in which 3 M

TMAC is used to make hybridization temperature

strictly dependent on oligodeoxynucleotide length.

Phage were plated at 10-20000 pfu/ISO mm plate.

filter (Dupont Corp., NEF-978A) replicates were

made. and the plaques were amplified by the method

of Woo (I979). The filters were processed as

described (Woo. I979) and extensively prewashed in

3 M TMAC; 0.05 M Na phosphate. pH 6.8; I mM

EDTA; 0.5"/, SDS; 0.I°/, polyvinylpyrrolidone;

0.l‘,';, Ficoll; 0.l°/. bovine serum albumin and l00

ug/ml of denatured salmon sperm DNA. After

overnight prehybridization in the same solution

at 53-55°C. labeled oligodeoxynucleotides

(2-I0 x l0“ cpm/pmol) were added to about 0.2

pmol oligomer/ml. Hybridization continued at

53-55 = C for 48 h. Filters were washed several times

in 2 x SSC at 25°C. followed by washes in 3 M

TMAC; 0.05 M sodium phosphate. pH 6.8; 0.I°/,

SDS; I mM EDTA; one at’25°C and two at

45-50°C. Positive plaques were picked and

rescreened at least one more time. For the HMG- I4

screen four positive clones were identified from

about IO’ initial phage. but only one of these had an

insert which could be directly excised with EcoRI. so

only this clone was studied further. For the HMG- I 7

screen one clone was obtained from about IO‘ initial

phage.

(h) Miscellaneous techniques

cDNA inserts were cloned into pT3/T7smpl8

(Bethesda Research Labs. Gaithersberg. MD) and

restriction maps of the resulting subclones prepared

by standard techniques (Maniatis etal.. I982).

Nucleotide sequence analysis was done by the



Maxam and Gilbert (1930) method as described

(Candy and Dodgson. I987). Genomic DNA and

RNA blotting experiments and nick translations

were perftx'rried as described previously (Urandy

arid Dodgson. I987. Maniatis et al . 1982) Nucle-

otide comparison analysis was done using the

(itNEPRO program (Riserside Scientific [:nter~

prises. Seattle. WA)

RfSl'l f8 AND DIV‘I‘S‘IUN

lal HMG-I4 d HMG-I7 nucleotide mes

The sequence of the chicken HMG-N cDNA

insert is shown in Fig I. along with the derised

IIMG- I4 polypeptide sequence The insert is Olin hp

in length including two linkers and 20 bp of cDNA

corresponding to the polyt' A) region of the mRNA

It contains l04 bp of 5' ~untranslated sequence and

a relatively long 3 -unttanslated region of ‘45 bp.

Thechicken llMCi- H polypeptide sequence predicts

a protein of 104 aa residues This is less than the III

aa residues predicted by peptide analysis (Walker.

caarrooc‘rc CCCTI'CCTCA ccacccrcca measure m0 CCTI'CCTAT!‘

TITTACACCT crccccivrcr CTCTATI'TGC AGTCMCTAT Tm CTATGCCCAA

WC?Woocaococaa ccaccacccaWW

2 aAegLyaAta PrenaCIuc lyCIuAlaLy acIuCIuPro LysArgArgs arAlaArglia

ATCTOCTAM CCTCCTCOCC CTMACOOGA CCCMAGCCC Mm CACC'I’MGAA

173 1”

I982) but more closely resembles the 98-aa human

HMG.“ (Landsman et al.. l986b) and IOO-aa calf

HMG- l4 (Walker et al.. I979). The protein encoded

by the chick HMG-l4 cDNA has two differences

from the reported partial ammo acrd sequence of

Walker (I982) it contains lysine rather than proline

at aa position 4| and asparagine rather than aspartic

acid at 47 However. the overall amino and com-

position of the predicted chick HMG-I4 protein

agrees very- closely with the experimental data

(“sitter and Johns. I980). The sequence of the

chicken HMG-I7 cDNA insert was also obtained

(fig 2) It is virtually identical to the sequence

published recently by Landsman and Bustin (I987)

elcept that it contains 3 bp more of the 5 ~untrans-

latcd region and appears to contain only 7 T nt in a

stretch from 549—555 ( Fig 2) instead of8 T's as their

sequence contains.

thSeq-aaeecaqarheatehuaaflhlcprotebs

ud-RNAs

A dot-matrix (Maize! and Lenk. l98l) com-

panson of the chicken HMG-14 amino acid se-
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61

61

81

GAATTCCCCA CCCACCGCAC

CCTCOCCCCT CCCCCCCTTC

CCCCCTCCCC

CCCAACAGAA

ProLyaArgL

CMCGCAGAT

CInArgArgS

AAAAACCCAC

LyaLyaAlaA

CCTGCCAACC

A1aClyLyaG

AAACCCGAAG

LynAlaCluc

CTGCTGACTC

TCTTTTACTT

CCCCCCCCCA

TTACCCCTTC

CTCCTCCACA

CCTCTTCCCA

CCTTTTTCCC

ACTCTAAATC

CTAAAACCAC

TTTTAATTTT

AATCTCAAAG

ATTTCTCCCT

CACTTCTTCT

TATCAAAACT

AAAAAAAAAA

TCCCTCTCTC

AGCCTCAAGG

yaAlaCluCl

CGCCAACCTT

arAlaArgLa

CTCCAMCM

lafroLyaLy

ACCCAMCM

luGIyAanAa

CTCCTGCTGA

lyAlaCIyAa

TACACTTTCA

TTTTTAACCT

CTCCCACAAA

CCACTTTTTT

CCTCTTCCCT

ACTTCACAAC

TACACCCTAT

CATTCTCACG

CTCCATTTCC

TCCTCCCAM

TCTCCCCCCT

TTTATACCAA

AAAATCTTGC

ACCTTTAATA

AMMMMA

CGAGCCGCCC

TCCCCCCCAC

CCTCCTCCCA

ACATACCAAG

yAapThrLya

ATCTCCTAAA

uSarAlaLys

CAGTCAGAAC

aSarCluLys

CCCTCCACAA

nProAlaGIu

TGCCAACTAA

pA1aLya***

MTAC‘TATTT

ATCTTCTTAG

CCTCACTTAA

ACAACGACTC

TTTCTCCACC

TCCACTTTCC

CACTCCCAAA

TCATCTCCAC

TCTTTCATAT

CCTACCCTAG

CACTCTAAAC

CCTTTATCTT

AGATTCTACC

AACCTCCATA

AAAAAAAAAA

174

CCCAGCCCCC

CCACCCACCC

CAACACACCC

CCCCATAAGG

ClyAapLyaA

CCTCCCCCTC

ProAlaProP

CTCCCCAACG

ValProLyaG

AATCCACATG

AlnClyAlpA

AATCTCTCAA

TTTATCAACT

CACACAGACC

TCTCTTT'CTT

TTCCTAMTC

CCATCACACT

ACTCCCCTCT

TACACCACAC

TTCTCCTCTC

TCTACATCTA

ATTICTCMC

ATTTCCCTCT

TGCCTACTCC

CCATCTCCTG

CCCTTTCCCT

MCCCMTTC

CCCCCCCCCC

CCCCTCCCCC

ACGCCCCCCC

CCAAACTTAA

1aLysVa1Ly

CCMCCCACA

toLysProCl

CAAACAACCG

1yLyaLyaGl

CCAAAACACA

laLysThrAa

TTTTTCATAA

maraacaa

CCTTTCTTCT

CCAACCTAAA

CACCACCAAG

CAACCCAACC

CCCTTICCTT

ATCCCATCTT

TMTTTCCCA

CAGATTAACC

ACTTCTTMA

ACAACTATAC

ATCMCCCAG

CCTAMTTAC

TCGMAAAM

CCCCTCTCCC

CCCCCCCCCC

CCCACCTATG

CCATCACCCA

aAapCIuPro

CCCTAAACCT

uProLysPro

CAMCCTCAT

yLysAlaAsp

CCACCCACAC

pClnAlaCln

CTCTCTACTT

TCCAGAATTT

TCTCTTTT‘CA

TTTTAAAACT

CCATTCCTTC

TCCCCACATC

TCATCCCCTC

CCGACTCACC

TATMTACCT

MT'CTCCACT

CAACATCCTA

MAMTCAAG

CCCACTTTGA

CATGATTCTT

MAMAAMA

60

120

180

260

300

360

£20

£80

560

600

660

720

780

8&0

900

960

1020

1080

1160

1200

1260

1320

1360

it. 2 Nucleotide sequence of the checkers ill-ltj-IT cDNA The sequence of the chicken HMO-l? cDNA insert tin ptasrnid pLGIA)

is shown in the same manner as for it. I

quence to the human HMG-I4 sequence is shown in

Fig 3A. The strong diagonal line demonstrates sig-

ntfic ant sequence similarity throughout the molecule.

and especially from as I0 to aa 25. However. the

overall similarity in sequence between the two is only

For comparison. chicken HMG-l7 shows

94’, similarity to the corresponduig human protein.

It is also of interest to compare the chicken HMG-I4

and II MG- l7 sequences to each other. As shown in

Fig 3B and as previously pointed out by Walker

(1982). the chicken HMG.“ sequence is more

similar to HMG-l? (either chicken or call) in the

reason from as I4 to 37 (I9 to ‘2 in HMG-I7) than

it is to the mammalian HMG-14s. Overall. the two

sequences are M’, identical. As for the correspond-

ing human HMGs. the region of highest similarity

between the chicken HMG“ and HMG-IT pro-

teins corresponds to their respective DNA-buiding

51°,

domains (Landsman and Bustin. I986).

Fig 4 compares the human and chicken HMG-14

and HMG-I7 mRNA (or cDNA) sequences to each

other. Fig 4A compares chicken IIMG-I‘ICDNA to

the corresponding human cDNA. Clearly. sequence

similarity extends throughout the length of the

mRNAs. Not surprisingly, the similarity is especially

strong in the coding portion of the molecule. but it is

also very strong m the 3' region of the mRNAs.

perhaps reflecting sequences reqtiired for proper

mRNA polyadenylation andor mRNA structure

and stability. Fig ‘8 shows the analogous com-

panson ofchicken versus human HMG- I4 mRNAs.

Again. there is much less interspccies similarity in the

HMG~I4 famdy. Fust of all. the chicken HMG.“

sequence is 340 nt shorter. due to a shorter

3' -untranslsted region. What similarity does exist is

primarily in the coding region. However. there is also

very strong similarity- between the two cDNAs at at

positions 500 to 550 (in both sequences). This begins
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Ilhlt'i la

sequence The chicken ll'slt'i l4 ammo and sequence i\ amt

rs compared to that of human llhlti-ll H II". panel Al and

chicken HMG-IT (Y asis. panel It The human IIMU I8

sequence is from Landsman et al (IQIbbi The windm- nl com-

parison was I0 .3 res-dues with 50‘. identity required [or g

punitive result to be recorded

'I‘) not matria Comparison til ammo but!

about 50 nt 3' to the stop codon in the chicken

HMG-H sequence (‘0 nt 3' in the human) The

function of this region is unknown. but the high level

of sequence similarity in this area strongly suggests

an important role in the HMG-N mRNA structure

This sequence may be unportant in both the

HMG-ls and HMG-l? mRNAs. since a com

parison of the chick HMG-l7 cDNA to that of the

chick HMG-N (Fig AC) also shows similarity

between the two regions at nt positions 500-550

The leycl of sequence sumlanty between these two

cDNAs in this region is not as great as exists

between the chicken and human HMG.“ cDNAs.

but It is of the same magnitude as the similarity

between the chick HMG-I4 and HMG-l7 coding

175 :9:

regions which. as described above. leads to 44',

identity in their ammo acrd sequences Fig 4C also

identifies a region very rich in A residues (nt 594-624

in Mg II in the chick HMO-H 3-untranslated

region This shows up in Fig JC as a series of

horizontal lines which mark the similarity of this

tract to seyeral smaller A.rich regions tn HMO-l7.

(The A blocks corresponding to the polth tails

hate been deleted in Fig 4.) Both chicken cDNAs

share the characteristics noted for the human

ll\l(i-l4 and ll\l(.i~|7 cDNAs (landsman et al .

I‘Hhahlof being (3 + C-richin their 5 -untranslatcd

regions and A s T-rich in their 3'-untranslatcd

regions The functions. if any. of these nucleotide

biases and the long A tract are unknown

tci (.ene copy number

fig 5 shows blots of chicken genomic DNA cut

with either Ele or Bumlll restriction enzymes

and hybridized with the HMO-l4 or HMG-l7

cDNA inserts. In each case. only one strongly

hybridizing band is seen. suggesting that both cDNA

sequences are single copy in the chicken genome.

This has been confirmed by isolation of cloned

genomic DNAle LB .unpublishcd results) whose

restriction maps demonstrate that the strongly

hybridizing bands do not result from H MG genes

duplicated in tandem or seseral HMG genes closely

linked on a single restriction fragment. For both

HMG genes. approximately one positive clone was

isolated per 50000 A recombinants (IS—20 kb tn-

serts) screened. in agreement with each gene being

single copy in the chicken genome. However. in the

case of HMG.“ there is one other band which

hybridizes at 20-30', the strength ofthe mayor band

(at 7 8 kh in lane 2 and 6 9 kb in lane 4 of Fig 5) and

one or two other still weaker bands. Preliminary

results (D I. B ) from our genomic clones suggest

that these minor bands are not due to small portions

of the HMG-14 gene existing as separate exons on

dierrent restriction fragments. The weaker bands

are likely to result from partial sequence similarity of

the II MG- l4 probe to other sequences in the chicken

genome. perhaps to other HMG genes. However.

despite the significant similarity ofchicken HMG-I4

and HMO l7 coding sequences. there is no observa-

tile cross-hybridization of the two probes under the

conditions of this experiment (Fig. 5. lanes l and 2).
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Fig 5. Chromosomal blots ofchicken genomic DNA hybridized

to HMG cDNAs. Each lane contained I l ug of chicken genomic

DNA digested with EcoRI (lanes l. 2) or Baal-ll (lanes 3. 4).

Blots were hybridized in 50'/. formamide hybridization solution

at 42'C as described (Grandy and Dodgson. I987) to nick-

translated ( IO' cpm/ug) ["PleDNA inserts from the HMG-l7

(lanes l. 3)or the HMG-I4 (lanes 2. 4)clone. Blots were washed

at 65'Cin 0.! M NaCI-0.0l M Tris - HO. pH 7.5-l mM EDTA.

Arrows denote the positions and sizes in kb ofinternal EcoRl-

digested I. DNA markers (lanes I. 2)or external Hindlll-digested

A DNA markers (lanes 3. 4)

 

Since it appears that the genes for HMG~14 and

HMG-l7 are single copy in the chicken genome. it

is possible that most ofthe multigene family members

observed for these two cDNAs in man and mammals

(Landsman and Bustin. I986) are pseudogenes. For

unknown reasons pseudogenes seem to be rather

rare in the chicken genome. For example. we have yet

to identify a single pseudogene in either of the two

chicken globin gene clusters (three and four genes

each; Dodgsonet al.. l98l;Dolanet al.. l981)orthe

two replication variant historic gene clusters (19 and

2| genes each; Grandy and Dodgson. 1987).
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(d) HMG-M mRNA levels

Preliminary measurements have been made of

chicken HMG-l4 mRNA levels by RNA blotting as

shown in Fig. 6. As expected from our cloning results

(four positives from about 100000 phage. see

MATERIALS AND METHODS. section a). there is a low

but clearly measurable level of HMG-l4 mRNA in

chicken liver total RNA (Fig. 6. lane 3). A single

band was observed of a size (approx. 950 nt) similar

to that ofthe cloned cDNA insert. However. we were

unable to detect HMG-l4 mRNA in either reticulo-

cyte RNA from anemic birds or in RNA from HD3

cells. an erythroid precursor cell line (transformed

with is avian erythroblastosis virus; Beug et al..

1982) grown in culture. HMG-l4 and HMG-l7 are

l 2 3

‘- l.6

*- 0.6

Fig. 6. Chicken HMG-l4 mRNA levels. Total RNA was pre-

pared as described (Yoshihara et al.. I981) from: lane I. HDJ

chicken cells (Beug et al.. 1982); lane 2. anemic hen reticulocytes;

and lane 3. adult chicken liver. RNA samples ( l00 rig/lane) were

run on a 2.2-M formaldehyde-MK agarose gel and the gel was

blotted as described (Maniatis et al.. I982). Hybridization with

nick-translated HMG-l4 cDNA and washing were as described

in the legend to Fig. 5. The arrows at 600 and I600 nt desipiate

the positions of an internal RNA (a-globin mRNA) and an

external single-stranded DNA standard. respectively. RNA and

DNA standards were shown to run equivalently on this gel.

Fig. i. Dot-matrix comparison of HMG cDNA sequences. (A) Comparison of human HMG-l1 cDNA (X-axis) to chicken HMG-l7
cDNA (Y-axis) (I) Comparison of human HMG-l4 cDNA (X-asis) to chicken HMG-l4 cDNA (Y-aitis) (C) Comparison of chicken
HMG-l4 cDNA (X~asis) to chicken HMG-l7 cDNA (Y-aais) Human cDNA sequences are from Landsman et al. (l986a.b). A window
of IO-nt residues was used with 50'/. identity required for a positive result in all cases. Linker and J' poly(A) regions have been removed
for this analysis.
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clearly present in chicken erythrocyte chromatin

(Mayes. 1982). but these proteins may have been

synthesized early in erythroid differentiation and/or

were translated from relatively low mRNA levels.

thus accounting for our inability to detect the

message in reticulocyte mRNA. The absence of

detectable message in HD3 cells is surprising in view

of the results of Bustin et al. (1987). which showed

much higher HMG-l7 mRNA levels in cultured cells

than in liver. but these authors also found con-

siderably higher levels of HMG-I7 mRNA than

HMG-I4 mRNA in HeLa cells. More sensitive

measurements will be required to delineate the over-

all regulation of chicken HMG-l4 mRNA levels.

(e) Conclusions

Nucleotide sequence analysis ofchicken HMG- l4

and HMG-I7 cDNAs demonstrates considerable

sequence similarity between avian and mammalian

HMG-l7 sequences but much less similarity

between the analogous HMG-l4 sequences. How-

ever, comparison of several HMG-I4 and HMG-I7

cDNA sequences suggests a potential conserved

regulatory region in the 3'-untranslated portion of

these mRNAs. In contrast to the mammalian

HMG-l4 and HMG-I7 gene families, these

sequences appear to exist in one to two copies per

haploid chicken genome. Low levels of the HMG- l4

mRNA. 950 nt in length. were detected in total

chicken liver RNA but not in RNA isolated from

anemic chicken reticulocytes or from a chicken

erythroblast cell line gown in culture.
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